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Florida Trade & Logistics 2030 
Making and Moving Our Way to 2030
As the world’s trade and logistics patterns continue to change drastically, Florida has an opportunity to grow 
and gain significant market share. The Florida 2030 Blueprint identifies improving Florida’s talent pipeline, 
creating good jobs through economic diversification, and securing Florida’s infrastructure, business climate, 
civics and governance systems, and quality of life as essential elements in solidifying Florida’s position as a top 
10 global economy. Trade, logistics, and manufacturing are key to helping us get there. 

We are pleased to present the recommendations from the Florida Chamber Foundation’s third trade and 
logistics research report, Florida Trade & Logistics 2030 (TL2030). In the past 12 years, two additional research 
studies have been published highlighting the importance of trade and logistics to Florida’s future – the Florida 
Trade and Logistics Study and Florida Trade and Logistics Study 2.0: Made for Trade. We invite you to read 
these reports as they serve as the foundation for this new research and have significantly impacted the 
landscape for trade and logistics in Florida.

In this study, you will find a series of target outcomes that support the Florida 2030 Blueprint’s mission to 
grow Florida to a top 10 global economy. They include: creating 300,000 net new jobs in trade, logistics and 
manufacturing; becoming a top 5 manufacturing state; doubling origin exports; tripling service exports; doubling 
rural counties’ share of Florida’s GDP; and more. Additionally, the study’s key recommendations are built around 
six areas of interest: reaffirming the statewide priority for trade, logistics and manufacturing; establishing a 
statewide manufacturing initiative; closing essential workforce gaps and strengthening the talent pipeline; 
continuing to strengthen trade gateways and corridors; establishing a comprehensive site development program 
with emphasis on rural areas; and redesigning Florida’s economic development toolkit. 

We would like to thank our Florida Trade & Logistics 2030 Investor Task Force for their investment and thought 
leadership in supporting this research effort. We would also like to recognize our Florida Chamber Foundation’s 
Community Development Partners and Trustees, and TL2030’s stakeholders, interviewees, and survey 
participants. This study would not have been possible without your input and support in securing the future of 
Florida’s trade, logistics, and manufacturing industries. This study is the beginning of our effort and we invite 
you to join us as we lead Florida’s efforts to turn these recommendations into results.
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The Florida Chamber Foundation is a business-led, solutions development, and non-partisan research and leadership organization, working in partnership with 
state, regional, and local leaders to secure Florida’s future. The Chamber Foundation’s Six Pillars Framework™, used as the basis for the Florida 2030 Blueprint, 
serves as a visioning platform for developing the first-ever long-term strategic plan for Florida. By focusing on 39 measurable goals, across the Six Pillars, Florida 
can grow from the 15th largest economy in the world (in 2020) to the top 10 by 2030. 

The Florida Chamber Foundation is a leading catalyst for positive change and prosperity for all Floridians. The Foundation produces and partners on a number of 
important research initiatives that provide an intellectual framework for state policy, including Florida Trade & Logistics 2030 – the third study in a series focused on 
Florida’s trade and logistics industries. These ongoing efforts require a commitment to measuring status and progress toward the Blueprint’s goals. To this end, the 
Chamber Foundation built a dynamic online tool – TheFloridaScorecard.org – which allows policymakers, associations, media, economic developers, and others to 
track key metrics within each of the Six Pillars. 

To learn more about the Florida Chamber Foundation, its research projects, and how you can  
get involved in securing Florida’s future on the road to 2030, visit flfoundation.org.

ABOUT THE FLORIDA CHAMBER FOUNDATION
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More than a decade ago, Florida seized a once-in-a-generation opportunity to transform its economy by becoming a global hub for trade and logistics.

Today, Florida can propel its economy to one of the top 10 worldwide by 2030 by building on this foundation to become a platform for high-value manufacturing 
serving growing markets in Florida, the Southeastern United States, the Caribbean, Latin America, and beyond.

Globally competitive trade, logistics, and manufacturing sectors would diversify Florida’s economy, bringing new jobs, income, and investment into the state. A 
stronger manufacturing and logistics capability also would make Florida’s economy more self-sufficient and resilient during a time of increasing risk and disruption. 

Global supply chains and trade flows are transforming rapidly. The experiences of the past two years – including the global pandemic, extreme weather events, 
and geopolitical instability in multiple locations – highlighted the vulnerabilities in the global supply chain and the importance of maintaining strong manufacturing 
and logistics sectors to support local consumers and businesses and drive economic growth. 

Many of Florida’s peer states are focusing on these opportunities, but the competition in these sectors increasingly is global. Florida has long benefited from a 
strategic location close to the intersection of north/south and east/west trade lanes, a large number of seaports and airports, world-class research universities 
and technical colleges, and a large consuming population of both residents and visitors. Florida maintains a dominant share of U.S. trade with Latin American and 
Caribbean nations, has experienced significant growth in e-commerce and distribution, and is a recognized global leader in specific manufacturing industries like 
aerospace and food and beverage.

Florida has more room to grow. As competing gateways face growing congestion on the water, in the air, and on land, Florida has available capacity to:

• Move more freight and goods to meet business and consumer demand efficiently and reliably. 

• Make more goods by growing a larger, globally competitive manufacturing sector serving its domestic 
market – the nation’s third largest state with one of the world’s premier visitor destinations – as well as 
growing markets throughout the Western Hemisphere and the rest of the world. 

• Multiply these impacts throughout the economy, recognizing that every manufacturing job 
typically supports about two other jobs in related industries, including supply chains and business 
and financial services. 

Trade, logistics, and manufacturing offer opportunities for every region of Florida, including rural and in-
land regions in need of economic revitalization. A coordinated statewide effort to grow trade, logistics, 
and manufacturing jobs could generate 300,000 net new jobs in Florida between 2020 and 2030 – 
nearly one out of every five the state needs to create to account for anticipated population growth. 
Many of these jobs will be higher wage opportunities, with manufacturing jobs in Florida paying 20 
percent more than the statewide average for all industries. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Florida’s public and private leaders can take the next step in the state’s economic transformation by pursuing six key strategies:

Rea�rm the 
statewide 
priority for 

trade, 
logistics, and 

manufacturing

Establish a 
statewide 

manufacturing 
initiative

Close essential 
workforce gaps 
and strengthen 

the talent 
pipeline

Continue to 
strengthen 

trade 
gateways and 

corridors

Establish a 
comprehensive 

site 
development 
program with 
emphasis on 
rural areas

Redesign 
Florida's 

economic 
development 

toolkit

Throughout history, regions with outsized roles in trade, manufacturing, and related services have thrived – including London, The Netherlands, New York, Chicago, 
Singapore, and Hong Kong. As the global economy reshapes for the next few decades, Florida has the opportunity to play a leading role in these sectors. The time 
for action is now.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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Twelve years ago, Florida identified a once-in-a-generation opportunity to transform 
its economy by becoming a global hub for trade, logistics, and export-oriented 
manufacturing activities. The original Florida Trade and Logistics Study in 2010, a 
groundbreaking effort by the Florida Chamber Foundation in partnership with the 
Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT) and other statewide organizations, 
projected domestic and international trade flows and identified strategies to help 
Florida compete in the global marketplace. The study concluded Florida had unique 
opportunities relating to the shift in U.S. growth to the Southeastern states, rapid 
growth in emerging markets, and widening of the Panama Canal.

Florida’s public and private leaders moved quickly to respond to the opportunities 
identified in this study. The majority of the study’s recommendations were 
implemented, leading to billions of dollars of investment in seaport, airport, spaceport, 
rail, and highway infrastructure; creation of the state’s first-ever Freight Mobility and 
Trade Plan; targeted workforce and economic development initiatives; and strategic 
alignment between state agencies and statewide partnerships to accomplish these 
goals. A subsequent study, Florida Trade and Logistics Study 2.0: Made for Trade, 
identified additional strategies to sustain this momentum, with greater focus on 
manufacturing and services opportunities. 

Twelve years (and not quite a generation) later, Florida faces another transformational 
opportunity, reflecting the increasing pace of change in the global economy. A global 
pandemic and sharp economic cycle have whipsawed supply chains, with businesses 
shifting logistics strategies from “just-in-time” to “just-in-case” and rightsizing activities 
to bring more production near to or back to the United States. The pandemic 
accelerated growth in e-commerce and reinforced consumer expectations for highly 
customized and highly time sensitive production and delivery of goods directly 
to home. Rapidly changing technologies including automation, connectivity, and 
electrification – what many call “Industry 4.0” – are reshaping how we make and 
move goods, and enabling much more precise management of the entire supply 
chain on a real-time basis.  

INTRODUCTION
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A decade ago, Florida’s trade, logistics, and manufacturing strategy focused 
on reducing costs and creating opportunities for its trade gateways and 
manufacturers to serve global markets. Looking ahead, Florida’s strategy must 
focus on gaining share in domestic and global markets as supply chains and trade 
flows rapidly reshape. Florida’s strategy also should provide greater resilience and 
reliability in a time of uncertainty.

To recalibrate these opportunities and strategies, the Florida Chamber Foundation 
commissioned Florida Trade & Logistics 2030. A task force representing 14 
private and public sector organizations guided the study, working with a larger 
stakeholder group comprising over 80 organizations. The research effort included:

• A survey of Florida businesses and economic development organizations with 
more than 260 responses; 

• Interviews with representatives of about 40 businesses, economic 
development organizations, transportation partners, and site selectors; 

• Analysis of Florida’s performance on key indicators during the past decade 
and the trends and uncertainties likely to shape the next decade, including a 
comparison of Florida to peer states and other large industrial nations; and 

• Identification of best practices in economic development policy and support for 
the trade, logistics, and manufacturing sectors in Florida and in other states.

Trade, logistics, and manufacturing are essential elements of Florida’s economy. 
In 2020, they accounted for more than 1 million jobs statewide – the fourth 
highest total in the country. 

As Florida looks to 2030, the state faces a wide array of opportunities to build 
on the strengths of these sectors and address the challenges they face. Florida 
Trade & Logistics 2030 presents a series of strategies to position these sectors 
for success and to achieve the ambitious – but attainable – goal of making 
Florida a top 10 global economy by 2030. 

INTRODUCTION
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WHERE ARE WE TODAY? 
A SNAPSHOT OF FLORIDA’S TRADE, LOGISTICS, AND MANUFACTURING SECTORS 

More than 1,020,000 trade, logistics,
and manufacturing jobs in 2020

Nearly $57 billion in manufacturing 
gross domestic product (GDP) in 2020

         More than 52,000 trade, logistics 
and manufacturing businesses in 2020

Average annual manufacturing wages of $66,738 in 
2020 – 19% higher than the Florida average annual wage

912 million tons of freight valued at more than 
$1.1 trillion moving on Florida’s freight system in 2019

$94 billion in destination imports and 
$56 billion in origin exports in 2021

$43 billion in service exports in 2019

More than 14.5 million 
international visitors in 2019

15 deepwater ports  /  20 commercial airports  
3 spaceports, 8 launch sites / 21 foreign trade zones

37 consulates general

Sources:  Jobs, businesses, and wages – U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics; manufacturing GDP – 
U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; manufacturing 
wages – Florida Insight, DEO; freight tonnage 
and value – FDOT; destination imports and origin 
exports – U.S. Census Bureau; services exports – 
Coalition of Services Industries; international 
visitors – Visit Florida; seaports and airports – 
FDOT; spaceports – Space Florida; foreign trade 
zones and  consulates general – Enterprise Florida.
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WHERE DO WE WANT TO GO? 
GOALS FOR 2030 

Florida's global ranking for 
gross domestic product

2030 GOAL
10th

15th2021

Florida trade, logistics, & 
manufacturing jobs

1.3M

1M2020

Florida's U.S. ranking for
manufacturing output

5th

12th2020

Florida origin goods exports
to global markets

$92B

$46B2019

Florida services exports
to global markets

$129B

$43B2019

Rural counties’ share
of Florida GDP

4.8%

2.4%2019

2030 GOAL 2030 GOAL

2030 GOAL 2030 GOAL 2030 GOAL

Sources:  GDP – U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; World Bank; Jobs – U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics; manufacturing output – U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis; 
Florida origin goods exports – U.S. Census Bureau; Florida service exports – Coalition of Services Industries; rural GDP – Florida Chamber Foundation.
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In 2013, Florida Trade and Logistics Study 2.0 established six goals 
to measure Florida’s performance in trade, logistics, and manufactur-
ing. By the end of the decade, Florida made progress on five of the 
six goals.

A LOOK BACK
FLORIDA’S LOGISTICS REPORT CARD

INDICATORS 2012 PERFORMANCE PROGRESS TO DATE

DESTINATION IMPORTS

INTERNATIONAL VISITORS

FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT

$71.2
BILLION / 9TH

10M
VISITORS / 2ND

239,000
JOBS / 6TH

$93.6
BILLION / 10TH

(2021)

14.5M
VISITORS / 2ND

(2019)

366,000
JOBS / 5TH

(2019)

MERCHANDISE IMPORTS

MERCHANDISE EXPORTS

$71.9B

$90.2B

$89.4B (2021)

$74.7B (2021)

INDICATORS

TOTAL TRADE AND LOGISTICS
SUPPORTED EMPLOYMENT

2012 PERFORMANCE PROGRESS TO DATE
(2020)

TRADE AND
TRANSPORTATION JOBS

EXPORT-ORIENTED
 MANUFACTURING JOBS

EXPORT-SUPPORTED
SERVICE JOBS

847,000 1,022,000

512,000 636,000

103,000 120,000

231,000 266,000

GOAL 1: Position Florida as one of the nation’s leading 
states for global trade and investment. 
Florida retained or improved its position on all major indicators 
except merchandise exports.

GOAL 2: Grow Florida jobs in trade, transportation, logistics, 
export-oriented manufacturing, and related value-added services. 
Florida exceeded its goal of adding 150,000 jobs over a five-year period 
and saw growth in all critical sectors.

Sources:  U.S. Census Bureau, Visit Florida, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Source:  U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.
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A LOOK BACK
FLORIDA’S REPORT CARD

INDICATORS

CENTRAL AMERICA / CARIBBEAN

2012 PERFORMANCE PROGRESS TO DATE
(2020)

SOUTH AMERICA

EUROPE

ASIA

AFRICA

$35.6
BILLION / 35.9%

$60.9
BILLION / 23.8%

$25.2
BILLION / 3.2%

$31.7
BILLION / 2.2%

$1.7
BILLION / 1.7%

$28.5
BILLION / 37.8%

$45.0
BILLION / 31.2%

$24.4
BILLION / 2.7%

$29.5
BILLION / 2.0%

$1.0
BILLION / 2.3%

INDICATORS 2012 PERFORMANCE PROGRESS TO DATE

AIR CARGO VOLUME

AIR CARGO VALUE

2.5M TONS

$215B

$85.6B

TWENTY-FOOT
EQUIVALENT UNITS (TEUS)

SEAPORT FREIGHT
 VOLUME (TONNAGE)

SEAPORT FREIGHT VALUE

3.1M

100.6M

2.8M TONS (2019)

$250B (2019)

$86.6B (2019)

4.0M (2019)

111.8M (2019)

GOAL 3: Expand Florida’s market share on critical global 
trade lanes.  
Florida expanded its market share in Latin America and the Caribbean, 
increasing its competitive position in these critical areas.

GOAL 4: Supply more imports through Florida’s sea and  
air gateways. 
Florida’s success in expanding volume and value throughout its 
freight network demonstrates the benefits of investment in freight 
capacity and efficiency.

INDICATORS

FLORIDA-ORIGIN
GOODS EXPORTS

2012 PERFORMANCE PROGRESS TO DATE
(2021)

$66.4B $55.5B

INDICATORS

TOTAL VALUE OF FLORIDA 
SERVICES EXPORTS

2012 PERFORMANCE PROGRESS TO DATE

JOBS SUPPORTED BY 
FLORIDA SERVICE EXPORTS

$31.0
BILLION / 4TH

(2010)

$43.3
BILLION / 4TH

(2019)

230,563
JOBS / 4TH

(2012)

305,600
JOBS / 4TH

(2019)

GOAL 5: Double the value of Florida-made exports. 
Florida did not meet its goal of doubling Florida-made exports as 
the global economy experienced disruptions. This area represents 
a key focus for improvement as we move to 2030.

GOAL 6: Expand trade-related value-added services  
in Florida.  
Florida’s service sector was a significant contributor to exports 
and will play an important role in growing Florida’s global footprint 
through 2030.

Source:  U.S. Census Bureau.

Source:  U.S. Census Bureau.

Source:  FDOT.

Source:  Coalition of Services Industries; Enterprise Florida.
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As part of the research process for Florida Trade & Logistics 2030, the Florida Chamber Foundation conducted a statewide stakeholder survey on the strengths, 
weaknesses, opportunities, and challenges of Florida’s trade, logistics, and manufacturing sectors in coordination with regional chambers of commerce, trade associ-
ations, and economic development organizations. More than 260 stakeholders responded to the survey, including a wide array of industries in all regions of Florida. 

Supply Chain Challenges 

WHAT FLORIDA BUSINESSES SAY

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

DECREASED
RELIABILITY

SHORTAGES
OF CRITICAL

INPUTS

SHORTAGES
OF SKILLED
WORKERS

INCREASED 
COSTS

DELAYS IN 
SHIPMENTS

WHAT TYPES OF SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTIONS OR SHORTAGES IS 
YOUR COMPANY EXPERIENCING? 3      4 

OUT
OF

FLORIDA BUSINESSES 
EXPERIENCED

SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTIONS 
IN LATE 2021

PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS
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Strengths and Weaknesses 
Respondents pointed to multiple strengths in Florida, 
including the state’s economic development programs, 
transportation infrastructure, and tax climate. However, 
respondents expressed concern about increasing 
costs of doing business, housing affordability, and the 
ease of working with government agencies. 

Several factors received different ratings depend-
ing on the sector. Real estate developers regarded 
Florida’s business development incentives as an 
improving strength, whereas manufacturers regarded 
incentives as a weakness. Similar patterns emerged 
for the availability, cost, and quality of distribution and 
industrial space, broadband access, and availability of 
skilled labor. 

Significant Trends and Opportunities 

TOP INTERNATIONAL  
MARKETS FOR GROWTH

TOP TRENDS  
THROUGH 2030

TOP OPPORTUNITIES  
FOR FLORIDA

KEY STRATEGIES  
FOR 2030

• Canada

• The Caribbean and  
Latin America

• Mexico

• Florida’s population and  
economic growth

• Supply chain restructuring

• Emerging technologies

• Build partnerships between 
Florida and global companies

• Reshore manufacturing from 
foreign locations to Florida

• Expand exports of Florida 
manufactured goods

• Workforce attraction, training, 
and retention

• Incentives 

• Freight infrastructure 
investments

WHAT FLORIDA BUSINESSES SAY

PERCEIVED
WEAKNESS

GETTING WORSE IMPROVING

Economic development and 
marketing programs

State and local taxes and fees
Resiliency

Airport cargo capacity and service
Seaport capacity and service

Highway condition and capacity

A�ordable housing
Working with federal agencies

Applying for and receiving 
permits

Rail connectivity, access, 
and service

Research and 
development activity

PERCEIVED
STRENGTH

Cost of doing business
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A LOOK AHEAD
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Five major trends will shape the future of Florida’s trade, logistics, and manufacturing sectors through the next decade. These trends build on those identified for 
the Florida 2030 Blueprint and available industry research. They were confirmed by the business survey and interviews conducted for this project:

A LOOK AHEAD
KEY TRENDS SHAPING THE FUTURE 

GROWING
Florida 

Population & 
Economy

GROWING
Global 

Economy

SHIFTING
Supply Chains

EMERGING
Technologies

UNCERTAIN
Risks & 

Resilience
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What’s Changing?
Population and economic growth are not new 
for Florida. Florida added 2.7 million residents 
(15 percent) and had the largest net migration 
of any state between 2010 and 2020. Florida 
could add as many as 3.5 million additional 
residents between 2021 and 2030. Gross 
domestic product (GDP), employment, and 
visitors are expected to grow quickly as well.  

What is new is the breadth and depth of this 
growth, with population gains expected in 
every county. The Baby Boom, Millennial, and 
GenX generations all are growing as a share 
of Florida’s population, and by 2030 the state’s 
largest ethnic group, non-Hispanic whites, 
will account for less than half of all residents, 
making Florida a “majority minority” state.

A LOOK AHEAD
FLORIDA’S GROWING POPULATION AND ECONOMY

IMPLICATIONS
A growing population and economy means a need for more housing, food, consumer  
goods, and business equipment and supplies statewide.

An increasingly diverse population will demand a diverse mix of goods and services. 

Florida is well positioned to serve growing consumer and business  
markets in the Southern United States.

Florida’s heavy reliance on migration creates a risk of growth significantly  
varying from historic trends in either direction. This is based on factors such as  
housing costs, immigration policies, and climate change.

SIGNPOSTS
Nearly one out of every four Floridians  

will be over the age of 65 by 2030.

After declining sharply during the global pandemic, annual visitors  
to Florida are projected to increase to 193 million by 2030.

More than half of all U.S. growth through 2030 is anticipated  
to occur in the South from Texas to Delaware. 

Migration from other states and nations will account  
for 93 percent of Florida’s population growth through 2030.

10M

15M

20M

25M

30M

20302025202020152010

81%
OF FLORIDA’S 
POPULATION GROWTH
THROUGH 2030 WILL BE 
CONCENTRATED IN

10 COUNTIES

FLORIDA POPULATION GROWTH

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau; University of Florida Bureau of Economic and Business Research high-growth forecast. 
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2020

2030

North
America

$25.9 trillion
+27%

East Asia
$32.4 trillion

+51%

Southeast Asia
$5.4 trillion

+50%

Europe
$21.7 trillion

+25%

Middle East & 
Northern Africa

$5.3 trillion
+34%West &

Sub-Saharan 
Africa 

$2.9 trillion
+43%

Australia and 
Oceania
$2.2 trillion

+34%

Central America 
and the Caribbean

$2.2 trillion
+29%

South America
$4.2 trillion

+36%

India &
South Asia

$5.6 trillion
+72%

Russia & Former
Soviet Union

$2.5 trillion
+29%

2030 real values shown.  
$2015

What’s Changing?
Global trade patterns are shifting. China is projected to outpace the United States as the world’s largest economy (as measured by GDP) by 2030. Driven by 
population growth, emerging markets in South Asia, Southeast Asia, East Asia, and Africa will see above-average GDP growth. Global merchandise trade flows 
have become more stable since the rapid acceleration of globalized trade in the 1990s and 2000s, while still growing over the past decade. 

A LOOK AHEAD
GROWING GLOBAL ECONOMY

IMPLICATIONS
A growing global middle class means more consumers for Florida goods and services.

Rapid urbanization around the globe will lead to growing sophistication in the global 
logistics sector to meet demand in larger cities. 

The growing economic footprint of China and other Asian countries will create more 
competition for Florida businesses, but may also create new opportunities for partnerships.

High projected growth in Latin America and the Caribbean will increase Florida’s 
competitive advantage as a gateway to that region – with Europe remaining significant 
and Africa growing in importance as a long-term partner.

SIGNPOSTS
As of August 2020, there are more Fortune Global 500 companies  

based in China and Hong Kong than in the United States.

More than 1 billion people around the world are expected to  
join the global middle class by 2030, with more than three-quarters  

of this growth occurring in Asia. 

Africa is projected to grow substantially and  
experience dramatic urbanization through 2050. Nigeria is projected to  

overtake the United States as the third-most populous country at this time.

PROJECTED GROSS 
DOMESTIC PRODUCT 
GROWTH BY REGION, 

2020-2030

Source: USDA Economic 
Research Service and 

Business Research. 
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What’s Changing?
Throughout much of the 20th century, economies around the world were brought closer together through trade. Decreasing transportation and logistics costs, 
containerized shipping, and improved information technologies allowed businesses to source materials and inputs from around the globe and provided customers 
with more affordable goods. The emergence of e-commerce accelerated these trends, offering lower costs, more convenience, and shorter delivery times. 

To keep up with growing domestic demand, U.S. businesses pursued low-cost production environments around the world. Inventory systems were designed to 
minimize the amount of inventory needed to meet demand with “just-in-time” supply chain management practices and increasing reliance on information technology.

A LOOK AHEAD
SHIFTING SUPPLY CHAINS 

IMPLICATIONS
Logistics costs in the late 2010s saw a slight increase related to  
congestion and technology investments; with more reliance on home delivery,  
logistics costs may increase further.

As e-commerce growth continues, companies will increasingly serve residential and 
urban neighborhoods to meet customer demands for rapid, convenient deliveries.

Higher-precision scheduling and inventory management creates new incentives to bring 
warehouses closer to destination markets to improve efficiency and reliability.

SIGNPOSTS
The United States only meets 70 percent of demand with domestic supply 

chains, compared to 80-90 percent for most industrial countries.

The rapid growth in e-commerce supported nearly 50,000 new Florida jobs in 
warehousing, distribution, and courier and delivery services between 2018 and 2020.

Since 2016, Amazon has bought more than 30 former shopping malls  
and converted them into fulfillment centers to move its  

distribution network closer to its customers. 
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What’s Changing?
The 2020s began with a series of disruptions: a global pandemic that closed 
businesses, stopped ports, and rerouted supply chains; an increase in consumer 
demand as economies recovered; a spike in trade volumes and unprecedented 
backlogs at the largest ports around the world; and now armed conflict in Europe 
and disruptions of agricultural and fuel trade. 

These disruptions exacerbated longer-term trends that had affected supply chain 
management, from e-commerce growth to low-cost supply chain optimization. 
Many businesses are shifting their strategies from “just-in-time” lean inventory 
management systems to “just-in-case” systems with extra inventory in reserve to 
guard against disruption. They also are placing greater value on reliability and 
flexibility rather than minimizing costs. 

A LOOK AHEAD
SHIFTING SUPPLY CHAINS 

IMPLICATIONS
Higher demand for e-commerce will increase demand for truck drivers and couriers 
and will lead to an increase in the number of trucks on state and local roads.

“Just-in-case” inventory systems will increase demand for warehouse space and la-
bor as inventories increase. It also will increase reliance on logistics analytics to forecast 
demand and plan for disruptions.

The prioritization of responsiveness and reliability will increase the value of regionalized 
supply chains. This trend could raise the value of Florida freight infrastructure for the 
high-growth Southeastern states.

SIGNPOSTS
Florida’s truck volumes quickly recovered their losses from COVID-19,  

reaching their pre-pandemic levels by February 2021 as consumer  
demand and e-commerce shopping remained strong post-COVID.

In January 2022, the average price worldwide to ship a 40-foot container  
was 79 percent higher and container ships took 30 more days to  

reach their destination ports than in January 2021. 

61 percent of businesses had increased inventory of critical products as of November 
2021, compared to 47 percent of businesses that had planned to do so in May 2020.

WHAT’S CAUSING SUPPLY  
CHAIN DISRUPTION?

Source: New York Times.
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What’s Changing?
Advancements in data science, additive 
manufacturing, artificial intelligence, and 
automation are creating the foundation for 
a new industrial revolution: Industry 4.0. In 
Industry 4.0, smart and connected technolo-
gies link physical systems with digital systems 
to provide greater insight and control into 
industry operations and processes. These 
technologies are estimated to be able to 
raise productivity by up to 40 percent across 
all manufacturing industries.

Innovation is expected to transform every in-
dustry and the very nature of work. The trans-
portation sector is experiencing rapid change 
from automation, connectivity, electrification, 
and new forms of travel such as advanced air 
mobility and micromobility.

A LOOK AHEAD
TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION 

IMPLICATIONS
Real-time data analysis on roadway conditions, congestion, and weather will improve 
route planning for trucks, reducing fuel costs and improving travel ranges. 

Additive manufacturing and 3-D printing can be used to produce specialized tools and 
inputs in “micro-manufacture” shops embedded within businesses, reducing the need 
to transport materials and allowing for more flexible manufacturing processes.

Expanded automation will create job displacement, but also will unlock new employ-
ment opportunities in data management and process management. 

SIGNPOSTS
Electric vehicle registrations in Florida increased from fewer than 6,400 to more than 

56,000 between 2013 and 2019. They are projected to reach 121,000 by 2030. 

In 2021, 59 million people in the United States were anticipated to use  
virtual reality at least once per month, and 93 million people were  

expected to use augmented reality at least once per month. 

Up to 30 percent of jobs may be automated by autonomous systems and artificial 
intelligence by 2030, in fields ranging from transportation to financial services. 

TECHNOLOGIES LIKELY TO BE ADOPTED BY 2025 (BY SHARE OF COMPANIES SURVEYED)

Source: World Economic Forum, 2020.
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What’s Changing?
Florida’s communities, economy, and landscape 
are exposed to an ever-growing range of risks, 
including extreme weather, heat, and flooding; 
sea level rise; public health emergencies; trade 
disputes and geopolitical instability; and cyberse-
curity. The extensive coastline and low-lying land 
make the state particularly vulnerable to more 
frequent flooding, increasing costs for develop-
ment and public infrastructure and increasing the 
potential frequency of supply chain disruptions. 
At the same time, a supply chain that is increas-
ingly reliant on smart, connected systems leaves 
itself increasingly vulnerable to disruptions from 
cyberattacks. Enhancing Florida’s resiliency will 
require changes to both the physical infrastruc-
ture and the digital infrastructure of the state. 

A LOOK AHEAD
RISK AND RESILIENCE 

IMPLICATIONS
Investing in resilience for infrastructure requires planning for more frequent and varied 
disruptions, building in redundancy and flexibility in physical and digital infrastructure, 
and being able to adapt to evolving risks. 

Cybersecurity is increasingly a fundamental part of supply chain management  
and an important skill set needed in the trade, logistics, and manufacturing sectors. 

Adaptation, redundancy, and flexibility require upfront costs, but create more reliable 
and secure systems, which can become a competitive advantage.

SIGNPOSTS
Florida experienced 27 “billion-dollar disasters” between 2010 and 2021.  

The United States experienced 156 significant cyberattacks between  
2006 and 2020. The average cost of a data breach  

is $8.2 million, more than twice the global average. 

Over 2.25 million properties in Florida (one out of every four  
properties) have a greater than 26 percent chance of  

being affected by flooding over the next 30 years.

DISASTER DECLARATIONS IN FLORIDA BY DECADE
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FLORIDA’S 
OPPORTUNITIES
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Through the Florida 2030 Blueprint, we set a bold goal of becoming a top 10 global economy by 2030. This would require a nearly 50 percent increase in gross 
domestic product based on today’s activity levels (not accounting for growth in other countries). 

We accomplished this level of growth before – Florida’s GDP grew 48 percent between 2010 and 2020 in current-year dollars. In the past, Florida achieved impres-
sive levels of growth, primarily based on high levels of in-migration and visitation and a competitive business climate. To reach this next level of growth, we must 
think more strategically about our global and U.S. competitiveness in the trade, logistics, and manufacturing sectors.

Florida has three major opportunities to create jobs, increase wages, and strengthen its global standing in these sectors:

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 

Move more freight and 
goods to meet business and 

consumer demand 
e�ciently and reliably

Make more high-value goods for 
consumers and businesses in 

Florida, the Southeastern United 
States, Latin America, the 
Caribbean, and beyond

Multiply the impacts of trade, 
logistics, and manufacturing 

jobs throughout Florida’s 
economy
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Why This Opportunity is Important
The ability to move raw materials, supplies, and final products 
efficiently and reliably is an essential foundation for economic 
growth. As one of the world’s largest consumer markets – and with 
a strategic location to serve as a gateway to Latin American and the 
Caribbean – Florida must continue to enhance its competitiveness in 
trade and logistics. 

Where We Have Been 
Trade and logistics is a key driver of Florida’s economy
Trade, logistics, and distribution accounted for more than 650,000 
jobs in Florida in 2020  – an increase of 134,000 jobs (26 percent) 
from 2012 (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics). These sectors repre-
sent about 10 percent of Florida’s GDP (U.S. Bureau of Economic 
Analysis). The majority of this activity is focused around seaports, 
air cargo hubs, and population and industrial centers. Logistics and 
distribution offer opportunities for rural and inland markets as well, as 
seen in recent growth in Polk County or along the I-75 corridor north 
of Wildwood. They also offer job opportunities for a wide range of 
workers, including career opportunities for workers without a college 
degree and higher skilled positions. 

Demand for moving freight continues to grow
The value and volume of freight moved through Florida by air, sea, 
road, and rail grew consistently over the past decade. Between 2012 
and 2019, the volume of freight moving in Florida increased for all 
modes, with the fastest growth experienced by trucking, aviation, 
and water.  

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
1. MOVE MORE FREIGHT AND GOODS

IN 2019, THE 
FLORIDA FREIGHT NETWORK MOVED 

913M TONS OF FREIGHT 
WITH A TOTAL VALUE OF $1.1 TRILLION

TRUCKS MOVED 
75% OF VOLUME 

RAIL AND WATER EACH 
ACCOUNTED FOR BETWEEN 
12-13% OF VOLUME

AVIATION MOVED 0.3% OF FREIGHT 
VOLUME AND 23% OF FREIGHT VALUE

IS FLORIDA READY TO BE TOP 10?
IN 2020, FLORIDA MOVED 

$135B IN MERCHANDISE 
TRADE, RANKING

41ST
9TH IN THE UNITED STATES &

THE 10TH HIGHEST RANKED COUNTRY, ITALY, 
MOVED $927 BILLION IN MERCHANDISE TRADE 

GLOBALLY

Source: U.S. Census Bureau; World Trade Organization..
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International trade is an important driver of freight demand in Florida
In 2020, merchandise (goods) trade moving in or out of the country through Florida customs districts was valued at $135 billion. Imports are up slightly since 2012, while 
exports are down, reflecting the volatile global economy (U.S. Census Bureau). Between 2002 and 2008, rapid growth around the globe and strengthening trading rela-
tionships caused a surge in global trade, which grew 60 percent faster than the rest of the economy in Florida and at an even greater pace nationally. After a sharp decline 
during the Great Recession, global trade through Florida increased on pace with the rest of the economy up until the start of the pandemic. 

Florida has a commanding share of trade with Latin America and the Caribbean and is a key partner for other world regions
Florida accounted for 38 percent of all U.S. merchandise trade with Central America and Caribbean nations in 2020, and 31 percent of trade with South America. After 
losing ground to competitors during most of the prior decade, Florida regained share of these critical trade lanes between 2012 and 2020. At the same time, Europe 
remains a key trade and investment partner for many Florida businesses; Asia is a key source of consumer goods imports; and Africa offers strong long-term potential.

E-commerce has been a key source of growth during the past few years
E-commerce’s share of retail sales, manufacturing output, and freight demand increased significantly during the past decade. It accelerated sharply during the pan-
demic – experiencing 10 years of growth in a matter of weeks, according to some economists – as many households began ordering groceries and other consumer 
goods for home delivery. An immediate impact in Florida has been 
a sharp increase in employment in warehousing, courier and de-
livery services, local trucking, and related occupations. In addition, 
the state has seen surging demand for locating distribution and 
fulfillment centers, close to urban areas and in strategic inland loca-
tions. In many cases, home delivery of goods is replacing house-
hold auto trips to retail stores with multiple delivery trips to homes, 
placing more trucks on urban streets and local roads and creating 
more demand for last-mile (or last-50 feet) delivery options. Even 
as people and businesses get back to normal in the post-COVID 
world, industry experts predict that the growth in e-commerce 
is “sticky” and will play an increasingly larger role in retail sales, 
warehousing, and traffic.

Florida’s freight system is returning to normal operation following the global pandemic
Most measures of freight activity declined during early 2020 as economic activity slowed during the pandemic, but household demand for consumer goods re-
sumed growth quickly. Average weekday daily truck volumes on freeways in major urban areas ended 2021 about 30 percent higher than in 2019 (FDOT). Seaport 
tonnage ended 2021 slightly higher than 2019 and 2020 levels.

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
1. MOVE MORE FREIGHT AND GOODS
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6,802
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FASTEST GROWING TRADE AND LOGISTICS JOBS IN FLORIDA, 2012-2020

Source: Florida Department of Economic Opportunity.
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FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
1. MOVE MORE FREIGHT AND GOODS

FLORIDA’S FREIGHT INFRASTRUCTURE 

Florida’s transportation system is a key foun-
dation of its strength in trade and logistics. 

• With its extensive coastline, Florida hosts 
15 deepwater seaports. Florida’s location 
at the southeastern tip of the United States 
gives Florida an unmatched advantage for 
accessing markets in Latin America and the 
Caribbean. Seaports account for 54 percent 
of international trade through Florida by value 
(U.S. Census Bureau). The local government 
agencies and independent authorities that 
own Florida’s seaports, along with private 
terminal operators and the state, invested 
billions of dollars in seaport capacity 
expansion during the past decade, including 
major on-port and connector projects at 
Jaxport, Port Everglades, PortMiami, and Port 
Tampa Bay.

• Florida hosts 20 commercial service airports, 
most of which offer international flights. Florida 
has four large hub airports, more than any 
other state. Airports account for 44 percent 
of international trade in Florida by value (U.S. 
Census Bureau). Aviation-based freight plays 
an outsized role in generating value from 
export activities and presents an opportunity to 
increase output in high-value industries.

• Florida’s three spaceports include eight 
active launch sites, one being the world’s 
most capable spaceport at Cape Canaveral. 
Florida launched 31 orbital launches in 2021 
with over 550 metric tons of payload (Space Florida). 

Source: Florida Department of Transportation.
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FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
1. MOVE MORE FREIGHT AND GOODS

FLORIDA’S FREIGHT INFRASTRUCTURE (CONTINUED)

• Florida hosts 2,746 miles of mainline rail 
track plus hundreds of miles of short-line 
track. The Florida rail system directly 
services nine seaports, major industrial, 
mining, and agricultural sites, and 
connects Florida to the rest of the national 
rail network (FDOT).

• Florida has 12,136 center line miles of 
roadway in the State Highway System, 
including 4,350 miles designated as 
part of the Strategic Intermodal System. 
Major highways including the Interstates, 
Florida’s Turnpike, and corridors like U.S. 
27, U.S. 301, and U.S. 19 connect Florida’s 
regions and connect Florida to other 
states and nations. Florida’s network of rail 
and road systems provide access to much 
of the Southeastern United States with 
one-day truck and rail shipments (FDOT). 

• Florida has the second largest Foreign 
Trade Zone (FTZ) network in the United 
States. Three of the top 25 FTZs for 
warehouse and distribution exports are 
located in Florida. An FTZ is a secure area 
outside the customs territory of the United 
States. Goods moved into an FTZ can be 
stored, assembled, or processed without 
paying duties on foreign goods. Duties are 
levied on the goods when they leave the 
FTZ for import into the U.S. FTZ can lower 
business costs and streamline supply 
chains for import/export operations. 

Source: Enterprise Florida, Inc.
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Where We Are Going
Continued growth in demand
A growing population and economy, increasing visitor activity, and 
continued emphasis on e-commerce and highly precise supply 
chains will continue to increase freight activity in Florida. Federal 
and state forecasts project significant growth in freight and goods 
in Florida. The Federal Highway Administration’s Freight Analysis 
Framework – which captures most, but not all, freight activity – 
projects freight moving to, from, through, and within Florida will 
increase 34 percent between 2017 and 2045, to 1.1 billion tons per 
year. The value of this freight is expected to increase 140 percent, 
to $2.1 trillion.  

Shifting global trade opportunities
The expectation of strong growth in global population and GDP 
should mean additional demand for consumer goods and capital 
goods – particularly in emerging markets in South and Southeast 
Asia, Africa, Latin American, and the Caribbean that expect to see 
significant migration to cities and a shift of more residents into a 
consumer class. Developed economies in Western Europe and 
Canada also offer opportunities for Florida. It is possible the world 
may return to the heady period of the early 2000s when global 
trade grew more than 80 percent faster than GDP. It is also possible 
that rising food and energy prices and geopolitical instability will 
dampen trade growth and shift back toward regional trade blocks. 
Florida should be prepared for either scenario, recognizing that 
a returning to a focus on regional trade would benefit the state’s 
historic position as a gateway to Latin America and the Caribbean. 

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
1. MOVE MORE FREIGHT AND GOODS

A DEEPER DIVE: SIGNPOSTS OF THE FUTURE 

• Port Everglades set a record for container volume in October 2021 and broke additional 
records in 2022. PortMiami and the Port of Jacksonville (JAXPORT) both achieved their 
busiest cargo years in history in 2021, increasing volume by 10 percent or more over the 
previous year, without generating vessel congestion or delays. 

• In March 2022, Sea-Lead Shipping announced it would move 400 to 500 containers from 
California ports to JAXPORT, citing available capacity, strong labor force, and connecting 
infrastructure.

• Florida increased the number of ports in Mexico with direct access to Florida ports from 
one to seven, allowing for more competitive freight movement via ship than via truck. Port 
Tampa Bay has been an immediate beneficiary of this expansion. Additionally, the Port of 
Panama City established partnerships with automotive manufacturers in Mexico, offering 
high-efficiency port facilities to ship parts and vehicles.

• In 2020, Miami International Airport became the 10th busiest freight airport in the world, 
surpassing freight airports in France, Japan, and Singapore. 

• Lakeland Linder International Airport established an Amazon Airhub for air cargo and now 
serves 12 flights per day at this hub. The Airport anticipates doubling this number of flights 
in the short-term.

• E-commerce growth in Latin America has driven demand for distribution facilities in 
Florida, since many Latin American countries lack the logistics infrastructure to support 
e-commerce. 

• Industrial space and warehouse space prices in the Miami area are now millions of dollars 
per acre, and these cost increases are spreading into Broward and Palm Beach counties. 

• As of early 2022, the Ocala metropolitan area had 5 million square feet of industrial space 
under construction, with another 7 million square feet approved and an additional 4 mil-
lion in the pipeline. 
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Potential for more frequent and severe disruptions – but more tools to 
manage the supply chain
Florida’s supply chain could face more frequent and severe disruptions between 
now and 2030. The state’s track record with addressing extreme weather, and recent 
experience managing the COVID-19 pandemic, provides valuable experience for 
approaching future risks. The continued explosion of data and connectivity also 
should provide more tools for managing the supply chain during future crises. As 
logistics practices become more digitalized and technology expands its footprint in the 
freight network, Florida must take account of the opportunities that exist to improve 
productivity, the business environment that will support this innovation, and the 
workforce that will deliver it.

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
1. MOVE MORE FREIGHT AND GOODS

Florida is a very strong market for 
domestic southbound truck deliveries, but 

the majority of trucks head back empty.  
As a result, northbound rates are typically 
up to 50% less than southbound.  We’re 

finding that this backhaul capacity creates 
a huge opportunity for us to extend our 

reach, serving customers throughout the 
Southeast and beyond.

Wade Elliott, Vice President, Business 
Development, Port Tampa Bay
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Opportunities and Challenges
During the past decade, Florida focused on how to move people, 
goods, and services through its gateways, with emphasis on imports 
of consumer goods from Asia directly to Florida. Moving ahead, 
our approach must use all modes of transportation, collectively and 
strategically, to increase the volume, efficiency, and reliability of 
domestic and international freight flows in all directions in Florida – 
truly realizing the state’s potential as a trade and logistics hub.

Florida goes into this next decade with many strategic advantages: 
a large and growing population and visitor base; an extensive 
network of seaports, airports, and spaceports with available 
capacity; and recent and planned investments in distribution and 
e-commerce fulfillment centers. Yet, the state also must address key 
challenges.

Imbalance of inbound and outbound freight flows
As a large consumer state with a comparatively small manufacturing 
sector, Florida moves significantly more freight into than out of the 
state. FDOT estimates the tonnage of goods moving from other states 
to Florida is more than twice the tonnage of goods leaving Florida for 
other states. FDOT also estimates 29 percent of trucks moving out-of-
state were empty in 2018 (compared to 16 percent of trucks moving 
into the state). An empty truck, railcar, or container can contribute to a 
higher cost of moving goods in the state.

International trade traditionally has been an area of strength for 
Florida, with an overall positive trade balance from exporting goods 
to Latin America and the Caribbean. This balance has eroded in the 
past few years due to volatile markets, but it is expected to return as 
emerging markets recover. 

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
1. MOVE MORE FREIGHT AND GOODS

Through our college partnerships, we 
are trying to communicate to the next 

generation the growing need for logistics 
jobs, such as warehouse automation 

and materials handling.
Dale Yarhmatter, Vice President, Distribution 

Operations, Coca-Cola Florida

Truck drivers can spend nearly an 
hour each day trying to find parking – 
wasting gas, creating congestion, and 
reducing the distance that drivers can 

deliver goods.
Alix Miller, President and Chief Executive 

Officer, Florida Trucking Association
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Changing workforce needs
The United States is facing a national shortage in labor essential to the 
success of supply chains and freight networks. As many as 80,000 truck 
drivers and 400,000 warehouse workers are needed to meet the current 
demand for freight handling and shipping, according to the American 
Trucking Associations. The United States also faces a shortage of 1.5 million 
managers and analysts for data-driven decision-making in trade and logistics 
(McKinsey Global Institute). Florida is experiencing similar issues and these 
gaps will grow as workers in these industries retire. The ability to develop, 
attract, and retain a skilled workforce will be an increasingly important 
strategy for Florida in the next decade.

Transportation system capacity, connectivity, and efficiency
Florida’s transportation system must adapt to meet the changing needs of 
the supply chain over the next decade. The value of time lost by trucking 
to congestion on Florida roads was $166 million per day in 2019, compared 
to $126 million in 2016 (FDOT). Truck parking is a particular concern: FDOT 
estimates that truck parking demand can exceed 150 percent of available 
capacity during peak periods, leading to trucks parking in unauthorized areas 
that are unsafe for truck drivers and other drivers.

Florida’s freight network has insufficient connectivity to some rural areas. 
Increasing traffic in urban areas near coastal ports creates the opportunity for 
inland port facilities and intermodal logistics centers, but these rural areas will 
need additional highway and rail connectivity to accommodate this growth. 

Florida’s seaport system remains a strength, and most of Florida’s ports have 
available capacity. However, there are opportunities to improve efficiency at 
ports with limited capacity for container storage. Upfront partnerships with 
businesses with long-term commitments to use Florida ports and warehouses 

will play an important role in building the business case to invest in next-
generation port technologies. A 2018 McKinsey analysis estimates that 
expanding automation at port facilities could increase productivity by 10 to 35 
percent. 

The World Bank’s 2020 analysis of global container ports found that U.S. ports 
perform poorly on measures of operational efficiency compared to ports in 
East Asia, the Middle East, and North Africa. The highest rated U.S. port – 
Philadelphia – is ranked 83rd. JAXPORT is ranked 161st, and all other listed 
Florida ports fall below the top 200. 

Need for distribution space, particularly to support e-commerce
Growing e-commerce is increasing demand for warehousing and distribution 
space – both the total number of facilities and the average facility size. 
The growing size and sophistication of these facilities will require more 
infrastructure capacity and more freight connectivity. Florida is likely to see 
demand for both larger distribution centers near ports or in strategic inland 
locations and smaller fulfillment centers and freight depots closer to urban 
markets. 

Increased competition from other states
Florida faces increasing competition from other states, some with aggressive 
marketing programs and incentives. South Carolina, Alabama, and Georgia 
all offer tax credits and other programs for port cargo, freight movement, and 
warehousing to incentivize manufacturers and shippers to use port facilities in 
their states. 

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
1. MOVE MORE FREIGHT AND GOODS
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Why This Opportunity is Important
The world’s most prosperous economies include globally competitive, high-value 
manufacturing sectors. Manufacturing brings income into a region, creates high wage 
jobs, and supports multipliers in supplier and services industries. High-value, technology-
oriented manufacturing can generate significant economic growth and raise Florida’s 
profile on the global stage. 

Where We Have Been 
Florida’s manufacturing sector is small, but growing. It includes more than 20,000 
businesses employing more than 388,000 Floridians at an average wage nearly 20 
percent higher than the statewide average for all industries (U.S. Bureau of Labor 
Statistics). Manufacturing accounts for about 5.2 percent of Florida’s GDP – a smaller share 
than many regional and national peers and less than half of the national average (U.S. 
Bureau of Economic Analysis). Manufacturing accounts for about 4.4 percent of all jobs in 
Florida, about half of the national share. 

The 2010s represented a period of growth for the Florida manufacturing sector. Between 
2012 and 2020, Florida added more than 59,000 manufacturing jobs, returning to its 
pre-Great Recession level (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics). Manufacturing output grew 
from $37 billion to $57 billion, an increase of nearly 55 percent (U.S. Bureau of Economic 
Analysis). Much of Florida’s growth in manufacturing output came in areas of historic 
competitive advantage, including aerospace, aviation, and food processing, and areas of 
emerging growth, including pharmaceuticals.

Manufacturing productivity is growing but lags the national average. Manufacturing 
GDP per employee increased 3.4 percent per year from 2012 to 2020, ahead of most 
other major industrial states. Despite this impressive growth, Florida’s manufacturing 
productivity is 17 percent below the U.S. average and below many of its competitor states, 
including Texas, California, and North Carolina. If Florida’s manufacturing workforce 
produced as much output per employee as the national average, Florida’s manufacturing 
sector would be $13.4 billion larger.

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
2. MAKE MORE HIGH-VALUE GOODS IN FLORIDA
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Exports are a key driver of Florida’s manufacturing sector. Exports of goods 
manufactured in Florida totalled $50 billion in 2021 (U.S. Census Bureau). Manufacturing 
exports supported about 204,000 jobs in Florida in 2019 – the seventh highest in 
the United States (U.S. International Trade Administration). Florida is home to more 
than 58,000 exporting companies – the second highest total in the nation (Enterprise 
Florida). Florida accounts for nearly one in five of the nation’s total exporters. Many of 
these are small businesses exporting a single product to a single country. 

Florida’s manufacturing exports surged 120 percent between 2002 and 2008, a 
period of strong global growth. Export growth has been more modest since the 
Great Recession, reflecting global instability and greater competition. Florida’s 
single-largest manufactured export – computer and electronics equipment – 
declined in value by 17 percent between 2012 and 2019 (U.S. Census Bureau). 
Transportation equipment exports increased during the period. High-tech exports 
typically represent 50 to 60 percent of total export value.

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
2. MAKE MORE HIGH-VALUE GOODS IN FLORIDA
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Trade and Development.
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Where We Are Going 
The U.S. manufacturing sector will continue to grow slowly
The United States is projected to add 144,000 net new jobs in the manufacturing sector between 2020 and 2030 – an increase of 1.1 percent over the decade and 
a significant decrease from the 650,000 jobs added in the previous decade (U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics). Food processing and transportation equipment are 
projected to add more than 40,000 jobs across the nation during this time, offsetting losses in plastics, rubber, and paper. Growth will be driven by domestic market 
demand, research and development of new technologies, and restructuring of supply chains. With ongoing uncertainty in the global economy, there is potential for 
significant growth or for stagnation in export markets. Many of these same trends will shape Florida.

Export opportunities to emerging markets remain strong, but may be tempered by global instability
Growing consumer demand for electronics, transportation equipment, medical equipment, pharmaceuticals, and food creates opportunities for Florida manufacturers 
to expand their global market. Supply chain constraints, energy market disruptions, and geopolitical instability may refocus trade relationships into regional blocks – 
leveraging Florida’s historic role as a trade gateway between the Eastern United States, Latin America, and the Caribbean, as well as trans-Atlantic trade with Europe.

Supply chains will restructure in response to recent disruptions
The disruptions of 2020 and 2021 motivated many manufacturers and shippers to restructure supply 
chains to reduce their vulnerability to shocks ranging from natural disasters to public health emergencies. 
Options include:

• Reshoring, or domestic sourcing of products previously manufactured overseas;

• Nearshoring, or sourcing from nearby countries such as Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean, 
rather than Asian countries; or

• Right-shoring, or sourcing supply chains from multiple locations to optimize flexibility and responsiveness. 

These changes overlap with and complicate longer-term trends that began in the late 2010s. Increasing 
costs in China led many global businesses to move manufacturing into lower-cost countries in Southeast 
Asia. The 2018 free trade agreement between the United States, Canada, and Mexico encouraged further 
integration of major sectors, like automotive manufacturing. Prior free trade agreements with Caribbean and 
Central American nations also encouraged greater integration. Manufacturing to the United States created 
more than 110,000 manufacturing jobs in 2020, more than the number created by foreign direct investment 
(FDI) (Reshoring Initiative). Florida created only 16,000 jobs from reshoring and FDI during the entire decade 
between 2010 and 2020, compared to nearly 94,000 in South Carolina. 

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
2. MAKE MORE HIGH-VALUE GOODS IN FLORIDA

BUSINESS RESPONSE TO 
COVID-19 DISRUPTIONS  

52%
MANUFACTURING & SOURCING

17%
MANUFACTURING & SOURCING

47%
THEIR SUPPLY CHAINS & 
REDUCE DEPENDENCE ON 
A SINGLE SOURCE

ARE INCREASING
DOMESTIC

ARE INCREASING
NEARSHORE

PLAN TO 
DIVERSIFY

Source: A.T. Kearny, Inc., Annual Reshoring Index Report for 2020.
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Florida’s historic relationships with Latin America and the Caribbean nations and 
growing relationship with Mexico create opportunities for nearshoring and right-shor-
ing. Traditionally, Florida relied on international supply chains to provide components 
for its manufactured goods. Manufactured imports from other countries accounted 
for 28 percent of Florida’s manufactured output in 2020, down from 40 percent in 
2012. Nationally, this share ranged from 10-13 percent during the decade, indicating 
Florida’s reliance on imports in its supply chain (A.T. Kearney).

Co-manufacturing could be a key strategy for Florida. Co-manufacturing refers 
to outsourcing part of the manufacturing process or full production process to a 
third-party. In industries such as aerospace, motor vehicles, and medical supplies, 
Florida offers a location where U.S. and foreign firms can pool resources and 
expertise to produce products for sale in the U.S. market as well as in Latin 
America and the Caribbean. 

Next-gen manufacturing 
The next generation of manufacturing relies on a high volume of capital and has 
particular labor needs. For example, a semiconductor manufacturing plant can 
cost $10 billion or more to build, and its workforce relies on specialized engineers 
(McKinsey Global Institute). Many jobs in the Industry 4.0 sectors require back-
grounds in data science, analytics, and/or process management. 

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES
2. MAKE MORE HIGH-VALUE GOODS IN FLORIDA

A DEEPER DIVE: SIGNPOSTS OF THE FUTURE

• The federal government recently completed a review of supply 
chain resiliency focused on four industries: semiconductors, 
large capacity batteries, rare earth minerals and materials, 
and pharmaceuticals. The review called for a wide array of 
policies and programs to strengthen supply chains and increase 
domestic manufacturing in these sectors, including direct 
investment in manufacturing and research and development 
(R&D); tax incentives to encourage consumer adoption; 
workforce pipeline development; supplier support for small, 
medium, and disadvantaged businesses; and new international 
trade standards and enforcement mechanisms.  

• Florida has several incubators and accelerators for 
pharmaceuticals and medical device manufacturing. These 
incubators represent public-private partnerships between 
Florida’s universities, biopharma companies, and leading 
hospitals.

• Florida’s leadership in space launch activity offers a strong 
opportunity to further develop the aerospace industry, as Florida 
has the infrastructure and the expertise to support and test 
early-phase developments within aerospace. Florida is ranked 
the 8th best state for aerospace manufacturing in 2021, behind 
North Carolina (6th), Georgia (4th), and Texas (1st).

• The Orlando Economic Partnership received a $500,000 
planning grant from the U.S. Economic Development Agency 
in 2021 to study an expansion of the semiconductor industry in 
the Orlando metropolitan area, which is home to the Center for 
Neovation.

If you build things together, you’ve 
anchored your supply chain.

Alice Ancona, Senior Vice President and Chief 
Operating Officer, World Trade Center Miami
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Opportunities and Challenges 
To accomplish the Florida 2030 Blueprint’s vision of becoming a top 10 global economy, Florida must expand the size and scope of its manufacturing sector. 
Florida’s manufacturing sector has notable strengths but is not yet at the critical mass to be globally competitive in a wide range of industries. Florida benefits from a 
large number of exporting companies and strong trade relationships in the Western Hemisphere, but the strategy must broaden from focusing on exports to serving 
markets in Florida and the Southeastern United States. To grow its competitiveness and market share, Florida’s manufacturing sector must address gaps in its 
support systems, including workforce availability, site readiness, business assistance, research and development, marketing, and state and federal policy support. 

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
2. MAKE MORE HIGH-VALUE GOODS IN FLORIDA

Not enough attention is being paid to the 
manufacturing sector’s need for soft skills 

– business skills, project management, and 
leadership. A gap emerges between the 

manager and the front-line staff that can be 
filled with professional development skill set 

support.

Henry Kelley, Director of Administration,  
Blue Wind Technologies

Workforce constraints
Manufacturing workers must have a larger array of skill sets that allow them 
to respond to and take advantage of changing processes, new technologies, 
and emerging ideas. Advances in smart machinery and data analytics are 
expected to support data-driven manufacturing processes and supply chains 
that can monitor inventory and improve forecasting to optimize production 
and reduce disruptions. These advancements will unlock greater value and 
efficiency in supply chains across all industries, from aerospace to food and 
beverage, but will require more technical skill sets within the workforce. 

Business assistance
In 2019, nearly 95 percent of exporting businesses in Florida were small 
or medium-sized companies (Enterprise Florida). These businesses have 
different challenges scaling up and competing in larger marketplaces, 
whether that is having the capital to afford warehouse space or having the 
technical expertise to comply with international trade regulations as an 
exporter. These businesses often operate on lean margins that limit their 
ability to make the longer-term investments for capital expansion or pursuit 
in new markets. With a smaller manufacturing sector than its peers and an 
outsized number of small and medium-sized firms in this sector, Florida will 
likely struggle to compete for capital and labor with larger industrial states. 
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Site development 
Expanding manufacturing development, particularly in rural areas, 
requires a broad-based understanding of infrastructure needs – not 
just transportation access. Water and sewer, energy, and broadband 
services also must have industrial-level capacity to support devel-
opment. These infrastructure needs can add a significant amount 
of cost to site development and limit opportunities if providers are 
unable to extend service out to the new sites. 

Research and development (R&D)
In 2020, Florida was ranked 33rd on the Milliken Institute’s State 
Technology and Science Index. While the state ranked high for its 
technology concentration and dynamism, it was among the lowest 
in the country for the relative size of its science and technology 
workforce. In terms of total direct spending on R&D, Florida was 
39th. Florida performs better on two key metrics of research and 
development. In 2020, the state ranked 7th for venture capital 
investments, receiving $2.9 billion (PriceWaterhouseCoopers), and 
ranked 8th for patents issued, with nearly 4,700 patents granted 
(U.S. Patent and Trademark Office). 

Marketing
Florida enjoys a reputation as one of the foremost tourist desti-
nations in the world. This brand can overshadow the diversity of 
Florida’s economy and the strength of its manufacturing sector. A 
dedicated marketing and outreach effort to domestic and interna-
tional businesses that highlights the breadth of Florida’s industrial 
portfolio can introduce a new perspective on Florida to the busi-
ness community.

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
2. MAKE MORE HIGH-VALUE GOODS IN FLORIDA

Florida’s economy is well-known, but poorly 
understood. Only 20 percent of jobs in our 

region are in tourism and hospitality.
Casey Barnes, Vice President, Business Development, 

Orlando Economic Partnership
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FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
2. MAKE MORE HIGH-VALUE GOODS IN FLORIDA

INCENTIVES 

Many states use an array of economic development tools to attract, retain, and grow jobs and capital investment. These tools are often tied to performance measures 
to ensure a return on investment for the state. These performance measures include jobs created and sustained, payroll created, or purchases made from other in-state 
businesses. Many incentives also phase out over time, declining from a large tax offset in the first year to a small offset in the final year. 

A recent study by the Tax Foundation and KPMG documented incentives offered by individual states. The table below summarizes key tools for Florida and selected national 
and regional peers.  The table includes the percentage of a firm’s tax liability that can be reduced and the number of years for which a business can reduce its liability.

  INVESTMENT   JOB CREATION  
PAYROLL  

WITHHOLDING   R&D   PROPERTY TAX 
PORT USE FOR 

IMPORTS/EXPORTS  

FLORIDA 5%, 20 years Not available  Not available  1%  Discretionary Not available

GEORGIA Not available  Varies per job,  
5 years  Refund of credits  10%  50%, 10 years Income tax credit 

ALABAMA 1.5%, 10 years Not available  2 – 4%, 10 years Not 
available 73%, 10 years Discretionary

NORTH 
CAROLINA Not available  Not available  3.5%, 10 years Not 

available Discretionary Income tax credit 

SOUTH 
CAROLINA 

2.5% capital, 20% 
qualifying  Varies per job  2.75 – 3.5%, 10 years 5%  55%, 20 years Income tax credit 

CALIFORNIA Not available  Not available  Not available  15%  Not available Not available

NEW YORK  2%  5% payroll, 10 years Not available 10%  Discretionary Not available

TEXAS Not available  Not available  Not available  5%  Discretionary  Not available

Source: Walczak, Jared et al. “Location Matters 2021: The State Tax Costs of Doing Business.” The Tax Foundation and KPMG. 2021.
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FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
2. MAKE MORE HIGH-VALUE GOODS IN FLORIDA

INCENTIVES (CONTINUED)

As Florida considers options for new policies and programs to support its 
manufacturing sector, it should look to actions taken by its regional and national 
competitors to identify best practices.  

SOUTH CAROLINA 

• The South Carolina Technical College System’s readySC and Apprenticeship 
Carolina workforce development programs provide recruitment, curriculum 
development, instructor hiring services, and training facilities for industries 
such as aerospace, automotive, biotech, distribution, plastics, and textiles. 

• The South Carolina Departments of Education and Commerce, in partnership 
with the SC Aerospace trade group and the South Carolina Council on 
Competitiveness, established a dedicated aerospace curriculum for high 
schools. The curriculum uses project-based learning and industry case 
studies to encourage students to build industry-relevant skill sets and pursue 
careers in aerospace.  

• South Carolina has maintained a long-term relationship with BMW since the 
1990s.  

 » 1992: South Carolina landed BMW’s first factory outside of Germany with 
$35 million in incentives and investments in the Spartansburg Airport and 
rail yards. 

 » 2000s: BMW and the South Carolina Technical Colleges System built 
workforce development programs for automotive manufacturing and 
process management.

 » 2013: When the Inland Port Greer began operations, BMW worked with 
South Carolina and the freight rail operator Norfolk-Southern to create rail 
connections between IPG and the Port of Charleston.

 » 2018: The Port of Charleston began a harbor dredging project to serve 
larger container ships and improve export volume for BMW. 

ALABAMA 

• The Alabama Port Credit incentivizes businesses to move cargo through 
Alabama sea and air port facilities and warehouses. The Port Credit reduces 
the state corporate income tax liability by varying amounts for new cargo 
above 105 percent of the prior year’s cargo.  

• The Alabama Rail Tax Credit incentivizes rail carriers to invest in Class II and 
Class III railroads. Rail carriers are eligible for state corporate income tax 
credits based on railroad rehabilitation expenditures and railroad track miles 
owned or leased within the state.   

GEORGIA  

• The Technical College System of Georgia’s QuickStart workforce training 
program supports multiple industries including distribution, food processing, 
aviation, and advanced manufacturing, with strategic workforce consultation 
and customized job-specific training to encourage workforce development 

• The Georgia Ready for Accelerated Development (GRAD) program maintains 
an inventory of industrial sites and certifies sites for shovel-ready status. The 
Georgia DOT includes connectivity to GRAD sites as a factor in determining 
strategic investments for freight and logistics as part of its long-range 
transportation plan. 

• The Georgia Port Activity Bonus Tax Credit adds incentives to companies 
qualifying for Job Tax Credits or Investment Tax Credits if they increase cargo 
through a Georgia port by 10 percent.
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Why This Opportunity is Important
Investments made in trade, logistics, and manufacturing ripple throughout the economy. If Florida is successful in advancing the first two opportunities, then 
increased activity in these industries will support additional jobs throughout the economy – particularly in the wide array of professional, financial, legal, and 
management services needed to conduct business in today’s world.

Manufacturing is a value-added sector for the economy as a whole. Because the sector relies on a broad network of inputs and often uses another network of 
services to bring the finished goods to market, each manufacturing job creates additional indirect jobs in other sectors. National data suggests that every job in 
manufacturing supports two additional jobs throughout the economy, including suppliers and transportation, retail, warehousing, and business services.

Where We Have Been
Growth in services exports
In a global economy, professional services – like healthcare, education, and finance – represent a significant source of value for exports. The same international 
relationships that support strong trading partnerships for Florida’s goods in Mexico, Latin America, and the Caribbean can expand global markets for Florida’s 
services. Professional services present the opportunity to grow Florida’s exports – and improve Florida’s global brand – with less capital-intensive processes, 
since the shipment of services can be done through the global telecommunications network. With $43.3 billion in service exports in 2019, Florida ranks fourth in 
the United States and first in the Southeast by total value.  Between 2010 and 2019, Florida’s service exports grew more slowly than its national and regional peers 
(Coalition of Services Industries).

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
3. MULTIPLY THE IMPACTS OF TRADE, LOGISTICS, AND MANUFACTURING
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Source: Coalition of Services Industries..
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Strength in trade-related services
Exports are often thought of in terms of tangible goods, from orange juice 
to aircraft. Underlying Florida’s trade and logistics sector is a broad base of 
professional services that support freight movement in both directions, from 
securing and scheduling transportation deliveries to clearing customs and 
inspections to ensuring compliance with international trade law. These services 
can help Florida’s small- and medium-sized businesses scale their operations 
and navigate complex systems, and can help foreign companies import goods 
and do business in Florida. The result is a robust network of production and 
processing – with a global reach – that creates jobs and economic activity 
across supply chains. These services are not captured in Florida’s trade statis-
tics, but they are an essential part of the economy. 

High levels of jobs at foreign-owned affiliates
In 2019, Florida had the fifth-highest level of employment among majority-for-
eign-owned affiliate businesses across all industries, with 366,000 employees. 
Florida added the fourth-highest number of jobs in these businesses between 
2012 and 2019 (Enterprise Florida).

In 2019, Florida ranked 15th for manufacturing employment among majority-for-
eign-owned businesses, with 71,700 jobs. Florida ranks sixth in the nation for 
FDI employment in finance and insurance and first in the nation in real estate 
(U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis). These rankings indicate a need to in-
crease the visibility of Florida’s manufacturing sector to international business-
es, but also demonstrate the competitive advantage Florida’s professional 
services sectors have in international markets. 

Continued strength in international visitors
Florida had over 14.5 million international visitors in 2019. While COVID-19 had 
a significant impact on Florida’s tourism industry in 2020, the industry saw a 
rapid recovery in 2021, with more than 117 million domestic visitors – the high-
est level in state history (Visit Florida). Overseas visitors account for about one 
in every eight visitors to Florida, and they tend to stay longer and spend more 
than U.S. visitors.

IS FLORIDA A TOP 10 NATION?

10TH-RANKED NATION FLORIDA

Service Exports Japan – $207 billion
$43.3 billion  

(33rd globally, 4th in U.S.)

Foreign Direct 
Investment

Canada – $47.8 billion
$4.5 billion  

(50th globally, 11th in U.S.)

International 
Visitors

Hong Kong – 55.9 million
14.5 million  

(34th globally, 2nd in U.S.)

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
3. MULTIPLY THE IMPACTS OF TRADE, LOGISTICS, AND MANUFACTURING
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Where We Are Going
The state, the region, and the world will get bigger
Florida is projected to add up to 3.5 additional residents by 2030. More 
than half of all U.S. growth through 2030 is expected to take place in the 
South. At the same time, more than 1 billion people around the world will 
join the middle class, vastly expanding the size of the global consumer 
market. Growth throughout these areas creates new opportunity domesti-
cally and internationally for Florida’s services. 

Florida will continue to be a global destination for travel
Florida’s global recognition as a travel destination provides a steady base 
of demand for goods and services. Total out-of-state visitor spending grew 
by 3.6 percent per year between 2013 and 2019 (Visit Florida). Out-of-
state visitors are projected to reach 193 million by 2030 (Florida Office of 
Economic & Demographic Research). This demonstrates a robust and in-
creasing market for food and beverage, entertainment, shopping, lodging, 
and transportation services. 

International tourism presents opportunities beyond shopping and dining. 
Florida will receive a ready supply of international visitors who can learn 
about Florida’s opportunities for investment and development. A mar-
keting strategy that integrates Florida’s full range of opportunities into its 
travel destinations can help expand Florida’s overall global connections.

Florida will compete on a global stage
The same advancements in global telecommunications and international 
trade that create opportunities for Florida also create opportunities for 
Florida’s regional and national competitors. Maintaining and improving 
Florida’s position will require a deliberate strategy to cultivate international 
markets for Florida’s goods and services, ranging from trade missions to 
global marketing campaigns. 

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
3. MULTIPLY THE IMPACTS OF TRADE, LOGISTICS, AND MANUFACTURING
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Opportunities and Challenges
To become a top 10 global economy, Florida must enact a broader strategy to grow the full spectrum of activities that connect to and support the trade, logistics, and 
manufacturing sectors. Florida can expand its historic role as a hub for commerce and culture in the Americas with a goal of remaining the dominant gateway for U.S. 
trade, visitor, and investment relationships with Latin America and the Caribbean. Florida can also expand supply chain and service opportunities for these sectors. 

While Florida’s professional services and trade-related services can compete with any state or nation around the world, the very nature of global competition 
means that Florida faces an uphill battle in growing these sectors. Other states like Texas, and other nations like Panama, are competing for a share of this market. 
Florida must address challenges including:

FLORIDA’S OPPORTUNITIES 
3. MULTIPLY THE IMPACTS OF TRADE, LOGISTICS, AND MANUFACTURING

Enhancing planning and coordination across the supply chain
The same dynamics that make the manufacturing sector so valuable – its abili-
ty to generate value along a supply chain – can complicate efforts to fully sup-
port the sector. A manufacturer may not establish or expand its operations in 
a location if that location cannot support its supply chain – its inputs, logistics 
needs, and support services – in a reliable and cost-effective manner. Building 
these supply chains in Florida requires recognizing that 95 percent of manu-
facturers in Florida are small- and medium-sized businesses. Because these 
businesses operate with lean margins, they focus on meeting their immediate 
needs and lack the bandwidth to conduct strategic partnership outreach. 

Need for more focus on service sector opportunities related to 
global trade 
Florida should promote opportunities for its service providers to support trade, 
logistics, and manufacturing businesses, as well as to create their own global 
market opportunities. Particular attention should go to markets that leverage 
Florida’s unique strengths, such as medical tourism, which involves the treat-
ment of international patients at Florida’s hospitals and medical clinics. 

Another opportunity is education and training – where Florida institutions 
could serve students from other nations and, potentially, recruit future mem-
bers of Florida’s workforce. This strategy could help address workforce gaps 
in trade, logistics, and manufacturing.

Need to improve global business image
Outside South Florida, the state’s international business climate and image 
are still emerging. Orlando, Jacksonville, and Tampa Bay all have a growing 
international presence – driven by industry clusters, immigrant populations, 
and trade gateways. Many areas, such as Sarasota, Fort Myers, Pensacola, 
Lakeland, and Gainesville, have an international reputation for culture, tour-
ism, or education. Supporting international connections in these areas and 
strengthening global connections for rural areas will continue to build Florida’s 
global standing. The involvement of public and private leaders in trade mis-
sions can help strengthen Florida’s global business image. 

Building an integrated approach
Achieving growth in goods and services across supply chains will require an 
integrated approach that creates an ecosystem of development. An ecosys-
tem represents a multi-faceted environment that can address a wide array of 
needs for businesses, from supplier bases and incentives to workforce and 
site readiness. This ecosystem must provide information and coordination 
services as well as technical assistance and guidance to connect the dots 
between different links in the supply chain and build businesses’ capacity to 
meet the needs of importers and exporters. 
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KEY STRATEGIES
INTRODUCTION
Florida’s public and private leaders must take bold action today to seize the opportunity for additional growth in trade, logistics, and manufacturing through 2030. 
Critical action is needed in six areas.

Rea�rm the 
statewide 
priority for 

trade, 
logistics, and 

manufacturing

Establish a 
statewide 

manufacturing 
initiative

Close essential 
workforce gaps 
and strengthen 

the talent 
pipeline

Continue to 
strengthen 

trade 
gateways and 

corridors

Establish a 
comprehensive 

site 
development 
program with 
emphasis on 
rural areas

Redesign 
Florida's 

economic 
development 

toolkit
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Why This Matters
A key ingredient of Florida’s success in trade, logistics, and manufacturing in the past decade was the strong leadership and alignment around these opportunities 
provided by the Governor, Legislature, state agencies, and the private sector. Renewing and extending this collaboration through 2030 is an essential foundation 
for all other strategies. 

What We Need To Do
• Engage legislative leadership on the strategic importance of trade, logistics, and manufacturing to the future of Florida’s economy, working through the 

Manufacturing and Supply Chain Caucus established in 2021. The Legislature should create a committee with lead responsibility for policy development related 
to manufacturing and supply chain.

• Realign and reenergize the commitment of Florida’s state agencies and partnerships around trade, logistics, and manufacturing. This should include:

 » Strategic direction and leadership through a partnership among Enterprise Florida, CareerSource Florida, the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity 
(DEO), the Florida Department of Education (DOE), and the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT). The update of the Florida Strategic Plan for Economic 
Development under DEO’s leadership will provide an opportunity to reexamine and realign policies across these agencies.

 » Operational alignment and coordinated action across state agencies to enable a quick and decisive response to economic development opportunities and 
business assistance needs, leveraging state agency economic development liaisons defined in statute.

• Create a chief manufacturing officer for Florida. Florida should create a senior level position within state government to serve as a champion for 
manufacturing and a coordinator of manufacturing opportunities, policies, programs, and investments across state agencies and with private sector leadership.

KEY STRATEGIES
1. REAFFIRM THE STATEWIDE PRIORITY FOR TRADE,  
LOGISTICS, AND MANUFACTURING

“Trade, logistics, and manufacturing are critically important targeted industry sectors 
for us in Florida. Investing in these sectors sends a beacon to the world that Florida is 

open and ready and able to accept your business.”

TJ Villamil, Senior Vice President, International Trade & Development, Enterprise Florida
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• Maintain a strong presence at the federal level to encourage trade, transportation, and industrial policy that would support Florida’s strategic interests, as well 
as to position Florida for available federal discretionary grant funding for transportation, research, workforce, and economic development. This would include 
ongoing leadership of Florida’s Congressional delegation, active participation by Florida leaders in federal advisory committees, and regular fly-ins and other 
opportunities for Florida’s elected and appointed officials and business leaders to interact with their national counterparts. 

• Continue the long-term commitment of the Florida Chamber of Commerce, including advancing key policy recommendations from this study into the 
Florida Business Agenda, tracking key metrics through TheFloridaScorecard.org, and highlighting these opportunities during annual statewide Florida Chamber 
Foundation solution summits. 

• Support and encourage strong collaboration among statewide industry associations and partnerships, 
such as Florida Airports Council, Florida Economic Development Council (FEDC), FloridaMakes, Florida Ports 
Council, Florida Railroad Association, and Florida Trucking Association. New statewide institutional support 
structures could include a partnership for collaboration among foreign trade zones.

KEY STRATEGIES
1. REAFFIRM THE STATEWIDE PRIORITY FOR TRADE,  
LOGISTICS, AND MANUFACTURING

KEY PARTNERS

Executive Office of the Governor

Florida Legislature

Enterprise Florida

CareerSource Florida

Florida Department of Economic 
Opportunity

Florida Department of Education

Florida Department of Transportation 

Florida Chamber of Commerce

Florida Economic Development Council

FloridaMakes
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Why This Matters
Florida’s manufacturing sector remains small for a state of its size and im-
portance. To accomplish the Florida 2030 Blueprint’s mission of becoming a 
top 10 global economy by 2030, Florida must significantly increase the size 
of its manufacturing sector through a combination of job growth, productivity 
increases, and higher domestic and international market share. 

What We Need To Do
Florida must sustain a globally competitive manufacturing sector, serving 
both local, domestic, and international markets. An integrated “ecosystem” 
approach should focus on how workforce, economic development, infrastruc-
ture, tax and regulatory systems, and other policies and investments support 
targeted manufacturing opportunities. Key actions include:

• Identify targeted manufacturing sectors. Enterprise Florida, 
CareerSource Florida, DEO, FEDC, and FloridaMakes should collaborate 
to redefine statewide targeted manufacturing sectors. They also should 
support regional economic development organizations, workforce 
development boards, and manufacturing associations in identifying regional 
priorities. The targeting process should consider factors such as:

 » The potential to create high-wage jobs.

 » The potential to increase productivity or output per employee.

 » The potential to create multiplier jobs among Florida suppliers and 
service providers.

 » Opportunities to serve growing demand in Florida, the Southeastern 
United States, and Latin America and the Caribbean, as well as 
transAtlantic trade.

 » Strategic opportunities for reshoring, nearshoring, and co-manufacturing 
partnerships.

 » The impact on supply chain gaps in Florida or nationally.

 » Emerging Industry 4.0 sectors with long-term strategic value to U.S. 
supply chains and global competitiveness.

 » The potential to provide skilled workforce, sites, infrastructure, and other 
resources in Florida, including opportunities for rural Florida.

The list of targeted sectors should include areas of historic strength for 
Florida such as aviation, aerospace, homeland security and defense, and 
food and beverage. It also should include emerging sectors such as bio-
fuels, advanced air mobility, and artificial intelligence that can draw upon 
existing Florida research and workforce skills. The list also should include 
some stretch targets – industries like electric vehicles or semiconductors 
that may be achievable in Florida only with an aggressive effort including 
new economic development tools.

• Increase manufacturing research and development (R&D) activity 
in Florida. Increased R&D should focus on Industry 4.0 sectors such as 
automation, additive manufacturing, artificial intelligence, and connectivity as 
well as transportation, medical, environmental, and other technologies with 
unique opportunities in Florida. R&D opportunities should combine increased 
state funding for basic and applied research and technology transfer; 
increased partnerships with Florida colleges and universities; aggressive 
pursuit of potential federal grant opportunities; and incentives for private 
sector investment such as expanding Florida’s R&D tax credit.

• Expand Florida supply chain partnerships. To maximize the value of a 
larger manufacturing sector, Florida should continue to expand opportunities 
for locally based suppliers of goods and services to work with Florida-based 
manufacturers, as well as to recruit suppliers from other states who work with 
large anchor companies. Connex Florida, an online capabilities database 
and connection platform managed by FloridaMakes, can expand with more 
regional and industry partners.

KEY STRATEGIES
2. ESTABLISH STATEWIDE MANUFACTURING INITIATIVE
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KEY STRATEGIES
2. ESTABLISH STATEWIDE MANUFACTURING INITIATIVE
• Continue to provide export market assistance to 

Florida manufacturers. Enterprise Florida should 
continue to expand its nationally recognized programs 
for export diversification and expansion, including 
international trade offices, trade missions, export 
counseling, and preparation of certificates of free sale. 
Enterprise Florida’s trade grants assist businesses 
with participating in virtual and traditional business 
matchmaking and trade shows, developing customized 
export marketing plans, and refining websites for an 
overseas audience.

• Provide targeted support to small businesses, 
start up businesses, and entrepreneurs engaged 
in manufacturing. Florida should continue to 
enhance targeted assistance to small businesses 
and entrepreneurs. The Florida SBDC Network offers 
targeted consulting, training, and export market plan 
assistance. GrowFL focuses on accelerating the 
growth of second-stage companies by providing 
technical expertise on business development and 
organizational development, as well as offering a 
dedicated Manufacturers Business Growth Program in 
partnership with FloridaMakes.

• Create targeted strategy for rural and inland areas. 
Rural and inland Florida regions offer available land 
and workforce for manufacturing sites in close proximity 
to large urban markets and with access to other states. 
Enterprise Florida and DEO should work with FEDC, the 
Florida Rural Economic Development Association, and 
regional planning councils to update targeted industry 
studies in these regions and support manufacturing 
sector strategies. The state also should document and 
help plan for new or enhanced manufacturing support 
infrastructure in rural areas, including intermodal 
logistics centers, industrial parks, transload or container 
storage parks, commodity storage, and foreign trade 
zones.

• Continue to promote the importance of 
manufacturing in Florida through statewide 
marketing efforts and promotion at the annual, 
multi-partner Make More Manufacturing Summit.  
Additionally, manufacturing can be promoted at 
the Florida Chamber Foundation’s annual Future of 
Florida Forum and Florida Technology & Innovation 
Solution Summit, which will feature innovations and 
products made in Florida.

KEY PARTNERS

FloridaMakes

Enterprise Florida

CareerSource Florida

Florida Department of 
Economic Opportunity

Space Florida 

Florida SBDC Network

GrowFL

Florida Economic 
Development Council

Florida Rural Economic 
Development Association 

Florida Chamber of 
Commerce

The trade and logistics industry is quickly evolving, and the strength and well-
being of Florida’s manufacturing economy is inextricably connected to its success.

Kevin Carr, CEO, Chief Executive Officer, FloridaMakes
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Why This Matters
Talent is the fuel for Florida’s competitiveness in trade, logistics, and manufacturing. Declining labor force participation, an aging workforce, and changing skill 
needs are adding pressure to the availability of labor in these sectors. Coordinated action today can develop, attract, and retain the workforce of the future.

What We Need To Do
Creating 300,000 net new jobs in trade, logistics, and manufacturing statewide by 2030 could mean recruiting, training, and retaining as many as 600,000 
workers to account for industry growth, retirements, and attrition. Florida’s workforce, education, and industry partners should collaborate on key actions:

• Develop and implement statewide workforce sector strategies for trade, logistics, and manufacturing. Sector strategies are business-driven solutions 
developed and implemented by education, training, and other public sector partners to address the needs and challenges identified by companies in the target 
industry using accurate and timely data. FloridaMakes is convening an Advanced Manufacturing Workforce Leadership Council, which can lead development of 
a manufacturing sector strategy. A similar effort for transportation and trade workers could be convened as a partnership among FDOT and industry associations 
such as the Florida Trucking Association, Florida Railroad Association, and Florida Ports Council.

• Increase priority for trade, logistics, and manufacturing for workforce development and training programs. Florida’s Credentials Review Committee, convened 
by CareerSource Florida under Florida’s 2021 Reimagining Education and Career Help (REACH) Act, is establishing a definition for credentials of value, creating a 
framework to evaluate the quality of credentials, and identifying non-degree and degree credentials of value to ensure instructional programs prepare Floridians for 
in-demand occupations. The Master Credential List developed through this process should give high priority to trade, logistics, and manufacturing occupations.

KEY STRATEGIES
3. CLOSE ESSENTIAL WORKFORCE GAPS AND STRENGTHEN TALENT PIPELINE

This is a vital time to support Florida employers by helping people enter, remain, and advance in our 
workforce. Now more than ever, businesses are looking for solutions to find and train the talent they 

need, navigate evolving guidelines and overcome supply chain issues. Statewide collaboration will help 
communities recover from the economic impact of the pandemic and allow us to prepare for the future 

through the growth of Florida’s trade, logistics, and advanced manufacturing industry sectors.

Michelle Dennard, President & Chief Executive Officer, CareerSource Florida
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• Advance innovative approaches to develop, attract, 
and retain trade, logistics, and manufacturing 
workers, building on noteworthy practices in Florida 
and other states. Examples include:

 » Registered apprentice programs, which are 
apprenticeship programs validated by the U.S. 
Department of Labor or a standard setting 
organization.

 » Accelerated credentialing to employment 
initiatives, which help workers receive industry 
credentials in a rapid period, such as by counting 
current employment, apprenticeship hours, or prior 
military service toward program requirements. 

 » Industry-led training, such as employer-offered 
Commercial Driver’s License (CDL) training 
programs with guarantees of employment for 
program completers.

 » Virtual or online training programs.

 » Incentives for relocation or retention of skilled 
workers in in-demand occupations. These could 
include relocation bonuses, assistance with moving 
costs, or assistance with housing, transportation, or 
childcare costs if those are barriers to employment.

 » Other approaches for increasing market-relevant 
certifications and upskilling for non-degree workers, 
including non-traditional workers such as veterans. 
One example is the Florida Chamber Foundation’s 
Future of Work Florida Initiative, in partnership with 

CareerSource Florida, DOE, Florida Department of 
Corrections, Florida Ready to Work, Get There, and 
the mikeroweWORKS Foundation. This initiative 
highlights the importance of career exploration in 
skilled trades by aligning market needs with talent 
supply.

• Increase emphasis on trade, logistics, and 
manufacturing occupations in middle and 
secondary school programs in partnership with 
DOE, such as career academies, career days, field 
trips, internships, mentoring programs, virtual reality 
career exploration, and other hands-on experiences 
that can generate interest in these occupations at a 
young age. The state also can leverage efforts by 
individual communities, such as the City of Riviera 
Beach, to offer scholarships to encourage high school 
students to pursue education and certification in 
logistics and related fields.

• Provide resources and programs to build the 
next-generation workforce, including workers 
with Industry 4.0 skills related to robotics, artificial 
intelligence, and machine learning. This should 
include Industry 4.0 curricula for schools, colleges, 
and universities, developed in partnership with R&D 
efforts at these institutions.

KEY STRATEGIES
3. CLOSE ESSENTIAL WORKFORCE GAPS AND STRENGTHEN TALENT PIPELINE

KEY PARTNERS
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Why This Matters
Florida’s seaport, airport, spaceport, rail, and highway systems enable the state’s success in trade, 
logistics, and manufacturing by connecting Florida businesses and consumers to domestic and global 
markets. Continued investment will sustain and enhance the safety, security, reliability, efficiency, and 
resiliency of these systems.

What We Need To Do
The Florida 2030 Blueprint set goals of providing the world’s most capable spaceport and top-tier 
U.S. airports, seaports, and surface freight transportation hubs in Florida, as well as ensuring all ma-
jor population and economic centers are connected through high-capacity transportation corridors. 
The state must continue to emphasize the need for an integrated, multimodal freight transportation 
system that matches trade, logistics, and supply chain patterns. Key actions include:

• Sustain long-term state investment in high-priority transportation facilities through Florida’s 
Strategic Intermodal System (SIS). For two decades, the SIS has focused statewide investment in 
new transportation system capacity on the hubs and corridors most important to Florida’s economic 
competitiveness, including the connections among these facilities. FDOT led statewide collaboration 
in the past few years around the updates of the Florida Transportation Plan and the SIS Policy Plan 
and continues to make the SIS its highest priority for discretionary capacity investment.

KEY STRATEGIES
4. CONTINUE TO STRENGTHEN TRADE GATEWAYS AND CORRIDORS

Each day, millions of Floridians rely on our state’s exceptional multimodal transportation system to safely 
move people and goods where they need to go. Through collaboration with our partners like the Florida 

Chamber Foundation and many others, Florida is setting a nationwide standard of supporting innovation, 
creating jobs, and driving our economy forward.  As we look to the future, Florida will continue to support a 

resilient multimodal transportation system that serves our state for generations to come.

Jared W. Perdue, P.E., Secretary, Florida Department of Transportation
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• Aggressively position for available discretionary federal funding for multimodal freight investments. The Bipartisan 
Infrastructure Law, enacted in late 2021, includes a 35 percent increase in formula transportation funding for Florida during 
the next five years, as well as 34 existing or new discretionary transportation grant programs with cumulative funding of 
$187 billion nationwide. Florida must strategically pursue these competitive funds, particularly those available for freight, 
port, and multimodal capacity and connectivity, broadband, and resilience. 

• Continue to transform Florida’s major transportation corridors. FDOT invested in the reconstruction and redesign 
of major transportation corridors during the past decade to add capacity, including portions of I-4 in Central Florida, I-95 
in Southeast Florida, and I-75 in Southwest Florida. Recent legislation provided FDOT with additional tools to upgrade 
existing state highways to controlled access standards, including improvements to rural corridors. State partners 
collaborated to develop concepts for transforming corridors to incorporate multiple modes; multiple uses, such as 
co-location of energy and broadband infrastructure; and emerging technologies, including infrastructure to support 
connected, electric, and alternative fueled vehicles.

• Work with Florida’s transportation modal providers to identify long-term strategic investment needs and 
partnership opportunities. FDOT owns and operates the state highway system and partners with other public and 
private organizations who own and operate rail, seaport, airport, and spaceport systems. While FDOT identifies long-
term needs over a 20+ year period, many modal providers plan on a shorter-term horizon. FDOT should work with modal 
providers to identify critical investment needs through 2030 and a high priority set of long-term needs for the following 
two decades. This proactive approach will identify and help preserve right-of-way and sites for long-term needs such 
as new or expanded inland rail corridors or intermodal logistics centers. FDOT also should strengthen public/private 
partnerships for modal projects, using SIS or federal discretionary grant funds to leverage private investment and 
increasing flexibility across funding sources.

• Increase marketing and economic development support for expanding the customer base for Florida’s sea, air, 
and space gateways. The initial Florida Trade and Logistics Study recognized that expanding Florida’s trade gateways 
creates economic development opportunities. Florida should continue proven strategies including promoting the diversity 
and capacity of the state’s trade gateways; incorporating sea-, air-, and spaceport leadership in trade missions; and 
recruiting more direct international air service or first-call port service to the state, including providing incentives or initial 
start-up support.

KEY STRATEGIES
4. CONTINUE TO STRENGTHEN TRADE GATEWAYS AND CORRIDORS

KEY PARTNERS
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KEY STRATEGIES
4. CONTINUE TO STRENGTHEN TRADE GATEWAYS AND CORRIDORS
MODE SPECIFIC STRATEGIES

AIR • Continue to attract international and domestic direct flights to Florida airports
• Maintain the premier status of Miami International Airport through continued investment in facilities, infrastructure, and services 
• Promote air cargo growth at additional large and medium hub airports and e-commerce hubs across the state 
• Support testing and development of advanced air mobility systems, including use of unmanned aerial vehicles for goods delivery

SPACE
• Maintain Cape Canaveral’s premier status as the world’s most capable spaceport for commercial, civil, and military launch facilities
• Support growth at Cecil Field and other horizontal launch locations in anticipation of point-to-point commercial space transport

SEAPORT • Target first-call service opportunities to Florida’s container ports
• Continue to maintain strategic partnerships between Florida 

seaports and facilities in Mexico, the Caribbean, Latin America, 
and Africa

• Continue targeted capacity investments at seaports and inland 
port facilities

• Assist with identifying, establishing, and improving connectivity to off-port 
sites for container storage, warehousing, and intermodal movement

• Support automation and other productivity increases for on-port 
operations

• Invest in shore power and alternative energy capacity at port facilities 
• Expand incentives for businesses to move cargo through Florida ports

RAIL
• Facilitate intermodal logistics center development and transload facilities, including truck and rail connectivity 
• Enhance rail access to existing or planned industrial sites
• Preserve rail corridors for future use and expansion

HIGHWAY
• Continue investments in key freight corridors to increase capacity, efficiency, and connectivity, particularly in rural areas 
• Expand truck parking and staging areas
• Invest in roadside technology to support connected and automated trucks and alternative fuel sources
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KEY STRATEGIES
5. ESTABLISH A COMPREHENSIVE SITE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM WITH 
EMPHASIS ON RURAL AREAS
Why This Matters
Continued growth in trade, logistics, and manufacturing will require the availability of high-quality sites with 
suitable infrastructure and compatible land uses, particularly in rural areas.

What We Need To Do
As a large and diverse state, Florida often has defined site development as a local role. In the past few years, major 
investor-owned utilities and FEDC collaborated to develop an inventory of potential sites. The major railroads 
maintain their own site certification programs. Florida can build on this initial work through the following actions:

• Maintain, certify, and regularly update a strategic site inventory for trade, logistics, and manufacturing. 
This should include a list of shovel-ready sites as well as a list of prospective sites. Enterprise Florida and 
DEO should collaborate with FEDC and the investor-owned utilities, railroads, large landowners, and other 
partners to develop a statewide site certification program, looking to the models established by other states 
such as Georgia, Ohio, Tennessee, and South Carolina. Strategic sites should be aligned with other related 
designations, including foreign trade zones, opportunity zones, freight and logistics zones, and investment and 
opportunity areas identified in Comprehensive Economic Development Strategies.

Ready sites elevate a community’s attractiveness by shortening the time it takes for a 
business to be up and running. Site readiness and a trained workforce combined will 

yield more qualified leads and create new jobs and capital.

Beth Cicchetti, CEcD, Executive Director, Florida Economic Development Council
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KEY STRATEGIES
5. ESTABLISH A COMPREHENSIVE SITE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM WITH 
EMPHASIS ON RURAL AREAS
• Bring key sites to shovel-ready standards using a broad definition of infrastructure, including multiple modes 

of transportation, broadband, multiple sources of energy, and water and sewer at capacities needed for 
manufacturing. The shovel-ready standard also should include compatibility with surrounding local land uses 
and the ability to develop a site while preserving or enhancing the natural environment and the quality of life for 
residents. FDOT’s Environmental Screening Tool is one example of a tool that could pre-screen potential sites to 
focus resources on those with limited environmental and community impacts.

• Improve infrastructure connectivity to strategic sites. This could include highway, rail, or multimodal 
connections between strategic sites and Florida’s Strategic Intermodal System through funding partnerships, as 
well as connections to trunkline and middle-mile broadband and energy transmission systems.

• Establish databases to document the availability of specialized services relevant to trade and logistics, such 
as cold storage facilities for food processing, clean rooms, and chemical or hazardous material storage sites.

• Develop strike teams and coordinate across agencies to develop and market strategic sites to domestic and 
global firms, with targeted efforts in rural areas.

KEY PARTNERS
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Why This Matters
Florida’s ability to attract and expand logistics, distribution, and, most significantly, manufacturing businesses requires a forward-looking, nationally competitive 
economic development toolkit. The ability to offer a customized package of tools, ranging from workforce training to infrastructure and site readiness to 
streamlined permitting, can put Florida in the mix for significant investment opportunities. Grants, tax offsets, and other financial incentives can augment the 
advantages Florida already offers and tip the balance when Florida is in close competition with other states. 

What We Need To Do
The Florida Chamber of Commerce, FEDC, other industry partners, and state agencies should build on the research conducted for this study to identify effective 
practices in other states and specific tools that could be developed or enhanced at the statewide or local levels. The intent would be to provide a mix of 
competitive tools that could be structured into compelling packages to assist businesses and communities willing to commit to job creation and capital investment. 

Florida’s economic development arsenal could be upgraded with several offerings:

KEY STRATEGIES
6. REDESIGN FLORIDA’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TOOLKIT

• Streamline and create a one-stop shop for permitting and other 
technical assistance to manufacturers. DEO, the Florida Department 
of Business and Professional Regulation, the Florida Department of 
Environmental Protection, Florida’s water management districts, and other 
agencies should collaborate to facilitate quick turnaround assistance to 
manufacturers seeking to establish, expand, or relocate operations in Florida. 

• Increase funding for proven workforce development programs targeted 
at specific programs. The Legislature should consider doubling funding 
for the Quick-Response Training grant program, which supports flexible and 
customized training for new, full-time employees, and the Incumbent Worker 
Training grant program, which supports upskilling of existing workers. 
Expanded programs could set aside a minimum percentage of available 
funds for high-priority trade, logistics, and manufacturing occupations. The 
Legislature also should consider establishing an apprenticeship tax credit 
against corporate income or business taxes to encourage more businesses 
to participate in these programs.

• Promote private sector R&D investment such as significantly expanding 
Florida’s R&D tax credit to meet current, qualified demand.

• Provide tax credits or other incentives for use of Florida ports 
for shipping to help reduce supply chain costs for new or expanding 
businesses and expand a customer base for Florida gateways. Alabama, 
Georgia, and South Carolina offer port use tax credits that could be models 
for Florida. 

• Provide tax credits or other incentives for private sector investment 
in economic development and public infrastructure. The Alabama Rail Tax 
Credit could be a model for Florida to strengthen intermodal partnerships 
for freight infrastructure.

• Create flexible tools for companies to offset their corporate, business, or 
property tax liabilities when they are willing to make significant long-term 
commitments to job creation and capital investments. These offsets could be 
structured to provide initial support during the periods in which businesses 
are investing and working toward profitability, and then taper off with a long 
tail to encourage long-term commitments. Some states are implementing 
tools that are self-financed by returning to a business a portion of the taxes 
collected from that business, to be used for future investment opportunities. 
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KEY STRATEGIES
6. REDESIGN FLORIDA’S ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TOOLKIT
In addition, the state should provide assistance to communities ready to invest in their future by enhancing and fully funding 
existing programs managed by DEO:

• The Florida Jobs Growth Grant Fund, which allows communities to prepare sites, infrastructure or workforce for growth. 
This fund enables proactive investment in smaller and rural communities that lack the financial resources available to 
larger urban areas.

• The Rural Infrastructure Fund, which supports improvements to public infrastructure for industrial, commercial, or 
tourism sites as well as improvements to broadband Internet service. The program needs additional funding to support 
significant rural infrastructure projects, and the “bird in hand” requirement tying funding applications to a project in 
hand should be eliminated.  Once a business has made a location decision, it cannot wait 18 to 24 months for a funding 
decision. The Rural Community Development Revolving Loan Program provides loan assistance for land, building, 
and equipment purchases. The state should expand these targeted rural programs or create a larger, more flexible Rural 
Opportunity Fund.

In all of these cases, DEO, the Florida Chamber, FEDC, and other partners can define appropriate performance measures 
and reporting processes to ensure commitments are kept and programs accomplish desired outcomes.

With other states revamping their programs to support and attract 
capital investment and quality jobs, Florida must do the same. A 

comprehensive program of training, streamlined permitting, grants 
and incentives to support site and workforce readiness, and delivery 
of infrastructure will encourage trade and manufacturing companies 

to consider investing in Florida. It’s time we have a good offensive 
strategy for Florida to compete and win.

Rosemary Fagler, Economic Development Manager, Weyerhaeuser 
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THE SIX PILLARS

The Six Pillars 
FrameworkTM is the 
Florida Chamber 
Foundation’s 
2030 strategy to 
strengthen and grow 
Florida’s economy 
to a top 10 global 
competitor.

To ensure that the  
Florida Chamber and its 
partners are consistently 
working to advance and 
strengthen these pillars, 
Florida Trade & Logistics 
2030 has aligned each 
of its strategies with the 
Six Pillars.

Talent
Supply &
Education

Improving Florida's 
talent pipeline for a 

better workforce

Innovation
& Economic

Development

Creating good jobs 
by diversifying 

Florida's economy

Infrastructure
& Growth

Leadership

Preparing Florida's 
infrastructure for smart 

growth and development

Business
Climate &

Competitiveness

Building the 
perfect climate 

for business

Civic &
Governance

Systems

Making government 
and civics more 

e�cient and e�ective

Quality of
Life & Quality

Places

Championing 
Florida's quality 

of life

SIX PILLARS
FLORIDA’s

Prosperity & High Paying JobsGlobal Competitiveness Vibrant & Resilient Communities
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SUMMARY OF KEY STRATEGIES BY PILLAR

Develop and implement state-
wide workforce sector strat-
egies for trade, logistics, and 
manufacturing

Increase priority for trade, logis-
tics, and manufacturing for work-
force development and training 
programs

Advance and incentivize adop-
tion of innovative approaches to 
develop, attract and retain trade, 
logistics, and manufacturing 
workers

Expand access and reduce 
barriers to participation in training 
programs and employment

Continue to advance high-quality 
postsecondary education and 
training programs

Increase market-relevant 
certifications and upskilling for 
non-degree workers, including 
non-traditional workers

Increase emphasis on trade, lo-
gistics, and manufacturing occu-
pations in middle and secondary 
school programs 

Provide resources and programs 
to build the next-generation 
workforce

Improve accurate and timely data 
collection/sharing on workforce 
supply, demand, and gaps

Increase funding for proven 
workforce development program 
including the Quick-Response 
Training grant program and the 
Incumbent Worker Training grant 
program

Reaffirm the statewide 
priority for trade, logistics, 
and manufacturing

Establish a statewide 
manufacturing 
initiative

Close essential workforce 
gaps and strengthen the 
talent pipeline

Continue to strengthen 
trade gateways and 
corridors

Establish a comprehensive site 
development program with 
emphasis on rural areas

Redesign Florida’s 
economic 
development toolkit

Identify targeted manufacturing sectors at 
the statewide and regional levels

Expand Florida supply chain partnerships

Continue to provide export market assis-
tance to Florida manufacturers 

Provide targeted support to small busi-
nesses, start up businesses and entrepre-
neurs engaged in manufacturing 

Create targeted manufacturing strategy 
for rural and inland areas

Continue to promote the importance of manu-
facturing in Florida

Increase marketing and economic 
development support for expanding the 
customer base for Florida’s sea, air, and 
space gateways

Maintain, certify, and regularly update a 
strategic site inventory for trade, logistics, 
and manufacturing

Establish databases to document avail-
ability of specialized services relevant to 
trade and logistics

Develop strike teams and coordinate across 
agencies to develop and market strategic 
sites, with targeted efforts in rural areas 

Increase manufacturing research and de-
velopment activity from state and federal 
sources

Provide tax credits or other incentives for 
private sector investment in economic 
development and public infrastructure

Expand the Rural Community 
Development Revolving Loan Fund and 
Rural Infrastructure Fund or create a larg-
er, more flexible Rural Opportunity Fund

Provide tax credits or other incentives for 
use of Florida ports 

Create flexible tools for companies to off-
set their corporate, business, or property 
tax liabilities when they are willing to make 
significant long-term commitments to job 
creation and capital investments. 

Enhance and fully fund the Florida Jobs 
Growth Grant Fund

Identify opportunities to repurpose un-
derutilized/vacant commercial space and 
older industrial space for new uses and 
industry recruitment

Facilitate data sharing between public and 
private sector for monitoring supply chain 
resiliency, transparency, and security

Talent Supply  
& Education

Innovation & 
Economic Development

*

*

* Represents additional supporting strategies not directly related to the six key strategies.
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SUMMARY OF KEY STRATEGIES BY PILLAR
Reaffirm the statewide 
priority for trade, logistics, 
and manufacturing

Establish a statewide 
manufacturing 
initiative

Close essential workforce 
gaps and strengthen the 
talent pipeline

Continue to strengthen 
trade gateways and 
corridors

Establish a comprehensive site 
development program with 
emphasis on rural areas

Redesign Florida’s 
economic 
development toolkit

Sustain long-term state investment in 
high-priority transportation facilities 
through Florida’s Strategic Intermodal 
System (SIS)

Aggressively position for available dis-
cretionary federal funding for multimodal 
freight investments

Continue to transform Florida’s major 
transportation corridors

Work with Florida’s transportation modal 
providers to identify long-term strategic 
investment needs and partnership 
opportunities 

Bring key sites to shovel-ready 
standards using a broad definition of 
infrastructure

Improve infrastructure connectivity to 
strategic sites

Continue to enhance the resilience of 
freight infrastructure

Continue to invest in the capacity , resil-
iency, and reliability of the energy grid, 
including renewable energy

Close broadband connectivity gaps 
through private sector investment, 
particularly in rural areas

Preserve industrial land uses and 
promote compatible land uses around 
logistics and manufacturing facilities

Streamline and create a one-stop 
shop for permitting, other regulatory 
processes, and other technical assis-
tance to manufacturing and logistics 
businesses  

Support logistics and manufacturing 
businesses in developing resilience and 
continuity of operations plans

*

Infrastructure & 
Growth Leadership

Business  
Climate & 
Competitiveness

Engage legislative leadership on the 
strategic importance of trade, logistics, 
and manufacturing to the future of 
Florida’s economy

Realign and reenergize the commit-
ment of Florida’s state agencies and 
partnerships around trade, logistics, 
and manufacturing

Create a chief manufacturing officer 
for Florida

Maintain a strong presence at the 
federal level to encourage trade, 
transportation, and industrial policy that 
support Florida’s strategic interests, 
and to position Florida for available 
federal discretionary grant funding.

Continue the long-term commitment of 
the Florida Chamber of Commerce

Support and encourage strong col-
laboration among statewide industry 
associations and partnerships

Civic & 
Governance 
Systems

Invest in workforce housing, transporta-
tion options, and high-quality childcare 
for trade, logistics, and manufacturing 
workers

Mitigate impacts of freight movement 
and e-commerce deliveries on commu-
nities and the environment

Establish guidelines and standards for 
urban delivery zones and freight depots 
in community plans and land use 
regulations

Quality of Life & 
Quality Places

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Represents additional supporting strategies not directly related to the six key strategies.
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Achieving Florida’s statewide goals for trade, logistics, and manufacturing will require collaboration among public and private sector organizations at the state, 
regional, and local levels. To initiate these activities: 

1. The Florida Chamber Foundation will initiate and continue rollout and communications activities to ensure statewide and regional leaders are aware of the 
findings and recommendations of this study. The Foundation will also track key goals and metrics identified in the study on TheFloridaScorecard.org.

2. The Florida Chamber Foundation will convene a series of regional meetings across the state to develop local action plans built around recommendations 
of TL2030 strategies. These meetings should include regional and local economic development organizations, chambers of commerce, workforce develop-
ment boards, manufacturing associations, transportation authorities, metropolitan planning organizations, regional planning councils, and local governments. 
Representatives of each region will be asked to share their action plans at the 2023 Florida Transportation, Growth & Infrastructure Solution Summit.

3. The Florida Chamber of Commerce will create a TL2030 Implementation Work Group comprised of key public sector agencies and private sector businesses 
to advance the recommendations from this study. Emphasis will be placed on designing a new economic development toolkit for Florida.

4. The Florida Chamber of Commerce will incorporate specific recommendations from the study and the work group into the Florida Business Agenda and 
advance them through statewide advocacy activities to develop legislative support for the recommendations.

5. Enterprise Florida, CareerSource Florida, DEO, DOE, DBPR, FDOT, Florida Makes, FEDC, and the other partners and associations identified in this report 
should consider how they can incorporate the recommended strategies into their plans, programs, and investments. 

Through this collaboration, Florida can move, make, and multiply its way to an additional 300,000 jobs in trade, logistics, and manufacturing by 2030 – and con-
tinue on the path to becoming a top 10 global economy. 

CALL TO ACTION 
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Co-Manufacturing: A business agreement in which two or more companies divide 
parts of a manufacturing process and take ownership of the different steps to 
produce.

Destination Imports: Data compiled by the U.S. Census Bureau that indicates the 
state of final destination of imports, regardless of the state where they entered the 
country.

E-Commerce: The buying and selling of goods and services over the Internet. 

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI): An investment from a party into a business or 
corporation in another country.

Foreign Trade Zone (FTZ): A secure area outside the customs territory of the United 
States. Goods moved into an FTZ can be stored, assembled, or processed without 
paying duties on foreign goods. Duties are levied on the goods when they leave 
the FTZ for import into the U.S. FTZ can lower business costs and streamline supply 
chains for import/export operations.

Industry 4.0: An emerging form of industrial production that integrates automation 
and data into manufacturing processes. Sometimes referred to as the Fourth 
Industrial Revolution.

Intermodal Logistics Center: A multi-modal facility that allows for transfer of 
freight between vehicles or vessels and provides logistics support services such as 
warehousing, assembly, packaging, scheduling, and brokerage. 

Intermodal Freight Terminal: A railroad facility designed for the loading and 
unloading of containers and trailers between rail cars and trucks to allow freight to 
transfer to and from roadway and rail transportation systems. 

Just-in-Case Inventory: An inventory management strategy that holds more 
inventory than is needed for immediate goods and services production in order to 
reduce the risk of depleting inventory in the event of a supply chain disruption.

Just-in-Time Inventory: An inventory management strategy that uses demand 
forecasting and product delivery services to minimize the amount of inventory that a 
business needs at hand to produce its goods or services.

Logistics: The processes of planning, executing, and managing the efficient and 
effective flow and storage of goods and services from the point of origin to the point 
of consumption. 

Merchandise Exports/Imports: Data on exports or imports that depart or arrive at a 
Florida seaport or airport. The value of the exports is attributed to the port, regardless 
of where goods may have been produced or where shipments had originated. 

Nearshoring: The relocation of suppliers from geographically-distant areas to 
geographically-proximate locations.

Origin Exports: Products exported from a state that were manufactured, grown, 
refined, or produced by companies within the state. Data on state exports is compiled 
based on the state where the export journey begins. 

Productivity: The amount of a good or service produced by a unit of input, such as 
capital or labor, during a specific period of time.

Reshoring: The process of returning supply chain locations to domestic areas.

Resiliency: The ability of a system to adapt to changing conditions and prepare for, 
withstand, and recover from disruption. 

Right-Shoring: A process of determining supply chain locations based on a balance 
of multiple factors, such as labor costs, logistics costs, resiliency, and political stability. 

Service Exports: A service, such as financial planning, legal consultation, travel 
planning, or health care consultation that is provided by a business in one nation for 
people or businesses in another nation. 

Supply Chain: A system that organizes activities for the production and distribution 
of a product or service from its raw materials to a finished product for consumption by 
its buyer.

Twenty-Foot Equivalent Unit (TEU): A standard unit for counting containers of 
various lengths and for describing container ship or terminal capacity. A standard 40-
foot container equals 2 TEUs.

GLOSSARY
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Page 6, Snapshots
Ports, airports: FDOT 

Spaceports: Space Florida 

Foreign Trade Zones, Consulates General: Enterprise Florida 

Page 14, Signposts 
Aging of population: University of Florida Bureau of Economic and Business 
Research (BEBR), 2021 

Annual visitors to Florida projected to double: Florida Office of Economic & 
Demographic Research. 2021 

Growth in Southern U.S.: University of Virginia. 2018 

Migration from other states and nations: University of Florida BEBR, 2021 

Page 15, Signposts 
Fortune Global 500 companies: Fortune.com, 2020 

Global middle class: The Brookings Institution, 2020 

Growth in Africa: United Nation Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2019 

Page 16, Signposts and Implications 
U.S. domestic supply chain manufacturing sector:  McKinsey Global Institute,  2021  

E-commerce jobs: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics 

Amazon fulfillment centers: NBC News, 5 April 2021 

Logistics costs: Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals 

Page 17, Signposts 
Florida truck volumes: FDOT 

Average price to ship a 40-foot container: Drewry Shipping Consultants Ltd. World 
Container Index, 2022 

Container ships travel times: Flexport Ocean Timeliness Indicator, 2022 

Business survey on inventory practices: McKinsey Global Institute, 2021 

Page 18, Signposts 
Electric vehicle registrations: Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer 
Services  

Virtual reality and augmented reality: Insider Intelligence eMarketer. 15 April 2021  

Automation: PWC UK. February 2018 

Page 19, Signposts 
Billion-dollar disasters: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  

Cyberattacks: SpecOps. 13 July 2020 

Data breach costs: IBM, Cost of a Data Breach Report 2019 

Flood risk: First Street Foundation 

Page 26: Signposts 
Port Everglades container volume: The Maritime Executive. January 2022  

PortMiami and Port of Jacksonville cargo years: Florida Ports Council 2022, Freight 
Waves, 2021

Sea-Lead Shipping: JAXPORT. March 2022  

Port Tampa Bay and Mexico trade: Interview with Alice Ancona, World Trade Center 
Miami, December 2021 

Miami International Airport ranking: Airports Council International, 2021 

Industrial space and warehouse space prices in Miami: Interview with Eric Edwards 
and Malcolm Wade, U.S. Sugar, January 2022 

Central Florida industrial space under construction: Interview with Kevin Sheilley, 
Ocala / Marion County Chamber & Economic Partnership, December 2021  

SOURCES
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Photos provided by the following organizations:

Page 2 – Port Everglades

Page 5 – Jacksonville Port Authority

Page 12 – Florida East Coast Railway

Page 20 – World Trade Center Miami

Page 21 – Florida East Coast Railway

Page 34 – World Trade Center Miami

Page 43 – Florida East Coast Railway

Page 50 - Jacksonville Port Authority

Page 53 – Weyerhaeuser Company
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Stakeholders
The Foundation thanks the following organizations that supported this research project by participating in interviews, webinars, and promoting the research survey. 

America’s Market Intelligence
AMJ Group Inc.
AMWAT Moving Warehousing Storage
Apopka Area Chamber of Commerce
Bank of America
Blue Wind Technology
Broward County Port Everglades
Caddy LLC
Calderon & Associates
Canaveral Port Authority
CareerSource Florida
CareerSource North Florida
CareerSource Palm Beach County
Central Florida Development Council
Central Florida Regional Planning Council
Chris Carter Consulting
City of Tallahassee Natural Gas Utility
City of West Palm Beach
Clearwater Gas System
Coca-Cola Florida
CSX
Enterprise Florida
Florida Crystals

Florida Department of Transportation 
Florida East Coast Industries
Florida East Coast Railway
Florida Economic Development Council
Florida Harbor Pilots Association
FloridaMakes
Florida Natural Gas Association
Florida Ports Council
Florida Power and Light
Florida Realtors
Florida Rural Economic Development 
Association
Florida Small Business Development Center 
Network
Florida Transportation Builders Association
Florida Transportation Commission
Florida Trucking Association
Floridians for Better Transportation
Freedom Hill Tree Farm
Global Business Logistics
Graylan Ventures
Gray Robinson
Great Lakes Dredge & Dock

Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce
Greater Orlando Aviation Authority
Greater Winter Haven Chamber of Commerce
Haines City Economic Development council, Inc
Harmal Mobility LLC
HNTB
Imminent Ventures
Jacq. Pierot Jr. & Sons, Inc.
Jacksonville Port Authority
Lakeland Chamber of Commerce
LSQ
Lykes Brothers
Miami-Dade Aviation Department
McKinsey
Nautique Boat Company
NDH Medical Inc.
Ocala Metro Chamber and Economic Partnership
Office Depot
Orlando Economic Partnership
Palm Beach North Chamber of Commerce
Palm Beach State College
Palm Coast – Flagler Regional Chamber of 
Commerce

Pierce Manufacturing
Port Miami
Port Tampa Bay
Professional Movers Association of Florida
Public Affairs Consultants
Quetica LLC 
St. Petersburg College Workforce Division
Space Florida
Stantec
Sun Hydraulics, LLC
Tallahassee Leon County Office of Economic 
Vitality
U.S. Chamber of Commerce
U.S. Sugar
VeeThree Electronics
Venice Area Chamber of Commerce
Walmart
Wells Fargo
Weyerhaeuser
Winter Haven Economic Development Council
World Trade Center Miami

Partners
The Foundation gratefully acknowledges the technical support provided by CareerSource Florida, Enterprise Florida,  

the Florida Department of Economic Opportunity, and the Florida Department of Transportation.

Research support provided by Cambridge Systematics, Inc. 
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Investor Task Force
The Florida Chamber Foundation is grateful for the energy and expertise of the following individuals:

Douglas C Davidson, Bank of America (Chair)
Alice Ancona, World Trade Center Miami
Greg Britton, Florida Small Business Development Center Network
Monesia T Brown, Walmart 
Dale Calhoun, Florida Natural Gas Association
Kevin Carr, FloridaMakes

Husein Cumber, Florida East Coast Industries
Rosemary Fagler, Weyerhaeuser
Brittany Hooper, LSQ
Beth Kigel, HNTB
Bob Ledoux, Florida East Coast Railway
James McDonald, HNTB

Rovena Pando, FloridaMakes
Emir Pineda, Miami-Dade Aviation Department 
Todd Powell, Weyerhaeuser
Ananth Prasad, Florida Transportation Builders Association
Craig Toth, HNTB
Natacha J Yacinthe, Ph.D, Broward County Port Everglades
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